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ABSTRACT 

Magnetohydrodynamic dynamo in disc-like astrophysical bodies has 

been considered for some t1me. Important astrophysical objects like 

accretion d1scs, protostellar and protoplanetary nebulae and galaxies 

are thought to regenerate a magnetic field through a dynamo mechanism. 

Although there is a well developed theory for describing the 

regeneration of magnet1c field in these objects, there are not any 

specific methods how to calculate such magnetic fields in general case. 

In this work, after a description of the dynamo theory, the 

specific method for solving the nonspherical dynamo is introduced. The 

unique feature of this method is accommodation of variable magnetic 

diffusivity in order to model the shape of a disc-like body. The 

detailed construction of the method is presented, as well as description 

of mathematical and numerical methods used for obtaining the solution. 

The method of checking the model with respect to well established 

spherical models is also presented. 

Finally. some examples are calculated and discussion is given on 

the behaviour of calculated magnetic field and possible astrophysical 

implications. 

viii ---------------_____ ---'-..o--'-''--___ ~_~ __ ~ _____ ~_.~ 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Magnetic fields are found in nearly all astrophysical bodies. 

That is because the state of most of matter in the universe is that of 

an ionized gas or plasma or other electrically conducting fluid. Only 

in few instances can the present magnetic fields be considered remnants 

of a primordial field, trapped in the collapsing gas from which the 

body was formed. All types of dissipative processes destroy magnetic 

fields on time scales short in comparison with cosmical times. It is 

evident therefore that some mechanisms for production of magnetic field 

mu s t be present inmost ast rophys i ca 1 obj ect s. 

Let us review very briefly our knowledge about magnetic fields 

in typical astrophysical objects. Planetary magnetic fields have been 

detected di rect ly by magnetometers aboard spacecrafts. Mercury, Earth, 

Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus are known to have fields of their own, but 

Venus and Mars apparently do not have strong fields. The measured 

planetary magnetic fields are essentially dipolar but their strengths 

vary from 3.SxlO-3 gauss at the poles of Mercury to eight gauss at the 

poles of Jupiter. The Earth's magnetic field for comparison is about 

0.6 gauss at the poles. In all but a few cases the magnetic fields of 

stars cannot be detected di rectly from the Earth, but thei r exi stence 
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can be inferred from the presence of chromospheric and coronal activity 

similar to that seen on the Sun. On such evidence it appears that, many 

and perhaps most, stars have magnetic fields at least as strong as that 

of the Sun. Some classes of stars do, however, have fields strong 

enough to be measured directly from the spectroscopic line splitting 

due to the Zeeman effect. Magnetic A stars are observed to have 

magnetic fields as strong as 34000 gauss; some white dwarf stars have 

fields of 107_108 gauss and pulsars have fields of 1012 gauss. The 

polarization of starl ight caused by magnetically al i gned interstellar 

dust grains and the Faraday rotation measurement of radio signals 

emitted by pulsars help us to establish the magnetic field strength of 

our galaxy. The disc of our galaxy has an average magnetic field 

strength of 2x10-6 gauss and other galaxies appear to have fields at 

least as strong. There is even evidence, although it is controversial, 

that a weak magnetic field fills the spaces between galaxies. 

Surprisingly, there is a single, generic explanation for the 

ability of bodies to generate magnetic fields. The explanation comes 

from magnetohydrodynamic (MHO) dynamo theory. Astrophysical bodi es are 

filled with fluid capable of carrying electric currents. Most of these 

fluids (except the interiors of planets) are hot ionized gases. The 

energy released in the interiors of bodies keeps these fluids in 

IIturbulent ll convective motion. In rotating bodies, the fluid motion is 

ordered by the action of the Coriolis force. The magnetic fields 

entrained in the fluids are stretched and folded in an ordered fashion 

by this fluid motion, gaining energy in the process. That means that 

the turbulence functions as dynamo converting mechanical energy into 

-------------------------_._-_ .. _ ... - .. -
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the energy of magnetic fields. The ability of magnetic fields to feed 

on the general energy flow from the interiors of bodies explains why 

the fields are associated with nearly all astrophysical objects. Most 

theoretical and observational attention has focused on the generation 

of large-scale magnetic fields - those having length scales comparable 

to the bodies in which they are contained. The generation of these 

magnetic fields seems to require that rotation plays a substantial role 

in the fluid motion. 

The precise form and time behaviour of a magnetic field 

generated by an MHO dynamo depends on the precise form of the fluid 

motion within the body. Such detailed information about fluid motion is 

not avaible for any astrophysical body. The basic qualitative features 

of the fluid motion are known from dynamical theory, so, for a given 

class of bodies, deduction of the qualitative form and behaviour of the 

magnetic field is possible. Two general features of fluid motion have 

to be noted: all astrophysical bodies rotate and most of them are 

subject to internal "turbulence" and convection. Consequently, in the 

astrophysical context an MHO dynamo theory has been studied for a long 

time and there exists an extensive literature on the subject. Reviews 

can be found in levy 1976; Moffat 1978; Parker 1979; Krause and Radler 

1980; Cowling 1981. 

It was the Earth's magnetic field and the Sun's that motivated 

the development of an MHO dynamo theory. If regeneration in the Earth's 

core were non-existent or negligible the free decay time for any 

configuration of magnetic field would not exceed about 1.5xl04 years. 

Studies of rock magnetism indicate that the magnetic field of the Earth 
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has existed at roughly its present intensity on a geological time-scale 

of the order 109 years. It therefore clearly cannot be regarded as a 

relict of a field trapped during accretion of the Earth from 

i nterpl a netary matter. 

As for the case of the Earth, it is now generally accepted that 

the orgin of the Sun's magnetic field has to be attributed to some kind 

of dynamo action. The natural decay time for the fundamental dipole 

mode is of the order 4x109 years, which is of the same order as the age 

of the solar system. Thus if the solar magnetic field were steady on 

historic time scales there would be no need to seek for a regeneration 

mechanism. The field could simply be regarded as a "fossil" relict of a 

field frozen into the solar gas during the initial process of accretion 

from the protostellar nebula. But the Sun's magnetic field is highly 

variable both in space and in time. The Sun has a magnetic cycle with a 

period of 22 years. It can be shown that such a cycle is likely to be a 

consequence of the characteristics of the solar dynamo. The Sun's 

dynamo operates in a hollow spherical shell rather than in a full 

sphere like the dynamos of the planets. This is because the Sun's 

convective zone, the region suitable for dynamo action, begins just 

below the visible surface and extends about a fourth of the distance to 

the center of the Sun. It can be shown that in such a thin-shell dynamo 

the lowest available self-sustaining mode is generally an oscillatory 

dipole. 

Both, the magnetic field of the Earth, and magnetic field of 

the Sun are due to spherical dynamos. Because of that there exist a 

1 a rge number of papers on spherical dynamos. Authors have studi ed and 
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found solutions corr~sponding to many possible configurations and time 

variations of the magnetic fields. Different numerical approaches have 

been examined. Three basic but different approaches can be 

distinguished. For examples of them see Levy 1972; Roberts 1972 and 

Jepps 1975. On the other hand, very little has been done with respect 

to non-spherical dynamos. One reason is that non-spherical dynamos are 

out of context with respect to the Earth or the Sun, another reason is 

that they are even more complex and mathematicaly difficult. 

Yet, there are some important astrophysical objects which are 

non-spherical and which are likely to produce non-spherical dynamos. 

One important class of these objects are disc-like structures, among 

them accretion discs, protostellar and protoplanetary nebulae and 

galaxies. Some, if not all of these objects, are rather exotic, with 

poor observational evidence and without very solid theoretical 

understanding. It can seem premature to develop dynamo theory for them, 

yet we know that magnetic fields must play important roles in the 

physics of these objects. 

As an example let us consider how magnetic fields can 

contribute to the physics of accretion discs. The process by which a 

star gravitationally captures ambient matter is called accretion. Some 

simple, order of magnitude, estimates show how this works. For a body 

of mass M and radius R the gravitational potential energy released by 

the accretion of mass m onto its surface is Eacc = GMm/R where G is the 

gravitational constant. What make this process worth investigating is 

the fact that for many astrophysical objects ratio M/R is large and up 

to 10% of the accreted r.est-mass energy may be converted into 
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radiation. Thus accretion is a process that can be considerably more 

efficient as a energy source than many other mechani sms (e.g. nuclear 

fusi on) • 

If the accreted gas possesses angular momentum, accretion may 

be far from spherical. This leads to formation of an accretion disc. In 

this case the gas will be circulated about the central star moving 

inward only after viscous stresses have transported away the excess 

angular momentum. This kind of accretion is known to be the principal 

source of power in several types of close binary systems, and is widely 

believed to provide the power supply in active galactic nuclei and 

quasars. Algebraic solutions of accretion discs have been obtained by 

Shakura and Sunyaev 1973. Many other models have also been calculated. 

For a review of accretion problems see Frank, King, and Raine 1985. 

No piece of physics is more poorly understood in the theory of 

di sc accretion then the nature of angul ar momentum transport. It is 

widely believed that one possible source of angular momentum transport 

is likely to be a magnetic field. Details of the disc structure and the 

emitted spectrum depend on angular momentum transport. Total luminosity 

also depends on it. From that point of view it is well worth to 

investigate the dynamo action in the accretion disc just to see how it 

can contribute to angular momentum distribution inside the disc. The 

presence of large magnetic field in an accretion disc is also 

interesting, since the problem of what type of magnetosphere is 

associated with an accretion disc can be approached when dynamo 

generated fields internal to the disc are matched to conditions 

appropriate to the external environment. In particular, Blandford 1976 
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assuming a force-free magnetosphere, and lovelace 1976, assuming a 

current-free case, constructed models of double radio sources resulting , 

from the presence of a magnetized accretion disc around a central black 

h ole. 

Dynamo action in the gaseous preplanetary nebula from which the 

Solar System is thought to have fonned was suggested by levy 1978. This 

suggestion was made on the basis of permanent magnetization of 

meteorites. In particular, carbonaceous chondrites, which are generally 

assumed to be virtually unaltered relicts from the earliest Solar 

System processes of condensation and accretion have apparently been 

magnetized in magnetic fields with intensities of 0.1-10 gauss. There 

are several explanations proposed to account for such a field; a strong 

central solar field in the early Sun, an intense solar wind magnetic 

field and others. So far none of these mechanisms has been shown 

quantitatively capable of accounting for measured meteoritic remanence. 

On the other hand dynamo action driven by gas motion in the 

preplanetary solar nebula is capable of generating field as high as 

1-10 gauss. Such a intense field could have had important dynamical 

influences on the preplanetary nebula quite similar, in principle, to 

these already discussed for an accretion disc. 

Recognizing that MHD dynamo action in disc-like astrophysical 

bodies is not only possible and highly probable but also theoretically 

attractive, this present work is dedicated to developing and testing a 

general numerical method for solving the nonspherical dynamo problem. 

For the class of disc-like objects an adequate model is one with 

cyl i ndri cal symmet rye Apart from thi s preassumed symmetry the method 
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wi 11 be qui te general. It is constructed to deal with any shape of a 

body. Thin discs, as well as thick accretion discs of various shapes 

can be accommodated. Also the fonm of the fluid motion within the body 

can be generally assumed. In order to achieve such a generality a basic 

departure from all previous calculating methods had to be made. The 

unique feature of this method is accommodation of variable magnetic 

diffusivity. The detailed construction of the model will be presented, 

as well as description of mathematical and numerical methods used for 

obtaining the solution. The method of checking the model with respect 

to well established spherical models will be presented. Finally, some 

examples will be calculated and discussed. 

This work represents the first stage of a more extended work. 

Further progress on this problem requires substantially more powerful 

computers than have so far been used in my investigation; work to carry 

these calculations to a large machine is underway. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DYNAMO THEORY 

The idea that motion of electrically conducting fluid within 

the rotating body might, by its inductive action in flowing across the 

magnetic field, generate just those currents J(x) required to provide 

the self-same field B(x) is fundamental to hydromagnetic dynamo theory. 

This type of "bootstrap" effect is most simply illustrated with 

reference to a system consisting entirely of solid (rather then fluid) 

conductors. Consider the "homopolar" disc dynamo. A solid copper disc 

rotates about its axis with angular velocity ..ll ,and a current path 

between its rim and its axle is provided by the wire twisted in a loop 

round the axle as shown schematically in Fig.l. 

Fig. 1. The homopolar disc dynamo. 

, The homopolar disc dynamo. Magnetic field perpendicular to the 
dlSC 1nduces an electric field. which causes a current to flow through 
the Wlre. Note that the twist in the wire must be in the same sense as 
the, sense of ~ota~ion ..ll. in order for the current to reinforce the 
orglnal magnetlc fleld perpendicular to the disc. 
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Assuming the presence of a magnetic fieldlB initially parallel 

to the axis of the disc, an electric field E is induced in the disc's 

frame of reference according to the equation 

(.2.1 ) 

where c is a speed of light, V is the velocity of a point on the 

rotating disc and Ivk< c • 

The electric field generates a current according to Ohm's law 

(~.1 ) 

where a- is electrical conductivity and J is the current density. The 

current in the wire will circulate in the same sense as the sense of 

rotation ...Q.. and a magnetic field will be generated in the same 

sense as the initial magnetic field. For a disc rotating rapidly enough 

or with sufficiently many turns of the wire no external sources are 

required in order to maintain the magnetic field against losses due to 

resistive dissipation. 

This example is suggestive but it differs from the electrically 

conducting fluid in that the current is constrained by the twisted, 

multiply connected geometry to follow a special path that is 

particularly conducive to dynamo action. No such privileged geometrical 

configuration exists in homogeneous astrophysical bodies. The question 

arises whether physically reasonable fluid motion in a real 

astrophysical body is able to provide the same sort of dynamo effect. 

Putting this question aside for a moment let us note two important 

properties of the "homopolar" disc dynamo which are also valid in 
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hydromagnetic situati·ons. First note that the "homopolar" disc exhibits 

differential rotation: there is a discontinuity in angular velocity at 

the sliding contact between the rotating disc and the stationary wire. 

Second, the "homopolar" dynamo lacks reflexional symmetry. If we change 

the sign of rotat i on, ..0. ,the dynamo effect wi 11 di sappea r. 

Kinematic Dynamo 

In the astrophysical context we are concerned with magnetic 

fields embedded in fluids having electrical conductivity and large 

physical dimensions. Evolution of a magnetic field is influenced by the 

motion of the electrically conducting fluid in which it is embedded, 

also the motion of this fluid is influenced by the stress of the 

magnetic field. The evolution of a magnetic field is described by 

Maxwell's equations together with the Ohm's law. The motion of the 

fluid is described by the equation of motion which includes the 

magnetic stress. The logically complete description of magnetic field 

generation in a natural body involves simultaneous solution of all 

these equations along with appropriate boundary conditions on the 

magnetic field and the fluid flow, supplemented by whatever equations 

are necessary to describe the forcing function in the equation of 

motion. This is very difficult undertaking called the dynamical dynamo 

problem. Only if the lorentz force is small, as compared to others 

factors in the equation of motion, can we ignore the effect of the 

magnetic field on the motion of the fluid and separate the dynamics of 

the fluid motion from the evolution of the magnetic field. Such an 

approach is called the kinematic dynamo problem and most of the 
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progress in understanding of field generation in hydromagnetic dynamos 

have been made through this approach. 

One example of the dynamical dynamo has been provided by 

Gubbins 1974. He has used his solutions of the kinematic problem 

(Gubbins 1973) to construct a fully dynamical model. First, he 

substitutes the critical axisymmetric velocity field into the equation 

of motion in order to calculate the driving force. Then, secure in the 

12 
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knowledge that this force can drive a dynamo whose convergence is well 

established, he solves the full dynamical problem with a force of the 

same form but greater in magnitude. This driving force maintains a 

steady field of finite amplitude. The problem is that the force in this 

model is totally artificial, introduced in order to solve the problem. 

Malkus and Proctor 1975 developed the formalism allowing them 

to consider a dynamical dynamo model in which magnetic field is 

generated by the so call ed oi'l -effect in the absence of nonuniform 

rotation. So far no dynamical dynamo model to cover r11..J -dynamos has 

been worked out ( aW -dynamos are the most 1 ike1y to be re1 evant to 

ast rophysica1 appli cat ions) • 

In this work we will be working in the kinematical dynamo 

regime which itself is non-trivial but, because of the nature of our 

method, extension into the non-linear problem will be possible and more 

convenient than with most other methods. 

Kinematic dynamo theory is concerned with the question: can we 

construct a velocity of fluid motion for which there exist a growing or 

steady solution, whether monotonic or oscillatory. The formal equations 

to be solved are therefore the linear equations for the electromagnetic 



field, or Maxwell IS equations: 

.it 1TJ'" JEI)t - c U'x B 

JBIJ-t = -c 'iJx E 

together with Ohmls law 

(~.3) 

(l.lt ) 

(J.5) 

( l.G) 

- -In these equations B is a magnetic field, E is an electric field, J 

current density, g charge density and () is an electrical 

conductivity. In the astrophysical context conductivity is large so 

electric field E is of the order of (v/c)B which is small because we 

are working in regime where vL,I.,c. The tenn )Ehton the left side of 

equation (2.3) is by v2/c2 smal1er than eVj{B tenn on the right side of 

this same equation and can be neglected. Using J from (2.7) we can 

solve (2.3) for E. 

E = - "X B/c + (C IltlTo) V'x B (~.g) 

-Eliminating E from the induction equation (2.4) yields the 

hydromagnetic equation 

where for convenience we have defined the resistive diffusion 

coefficient 1::: c'l./lfTrv. Just for a moment, assume that '2 is 
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independent of position then (2.9) reduces to 

(~uo) 

In this homogeneous equation V has to represent a possible 

continuous fluid flow. 

Cowling's Theorem 

Cowl i ng 1934 created the dynamo "problem" by provi ng that no 

motion of a conducting fluid can by itself produce or maintain either 

azimuthal or meridional magnetic field with axial symmetry. The 

implication of Cowlino theorem is that magnetic fields with symmetrical 

topology are not induced directly by the motion of a conducting fluid. 

Indeed, Cowling's theorem can be generalized to assert that fluid 

motions cannot maintain any magnetic field in which there is anywhere a 

closed line of force around which the neighbouring lines of force 

circle. (For details see Backus and Chandrasekhar 1956; Zel'dovich 

1957; Braginskii 1965a,b). 

Subsequently it was shown by Bullard and Gellman 1954; Cowling 

1954; and Roberts 1967 that toroidal motions alone cannot maintain a 

magnetic field of any form. The important points made by these theorems 

are that radial motions are necessary to the regeneration process and 

that departures of the field from pure axisymmetry are also a central 

feature. For the simplest proof of Cowling's theorem consider a steady 

axisymmetric field generated by currents flowing in a bounded region. 

Then the poloidal field (the component of magnetic field lying in 

meridian planes) must vanish at an O-type neutral poi nt as i1 ustrated 
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on Fig.2. 

Fig. 2. The poloidal axisymmetric magnetic field. 

The poloidal. component of axisymmetric field is shown by 
arrows. Broken line ilustrates neutral circle C made up from all 
neutral O-type points. 

Let C be the circle through these neutral points, on which Br= 

Ba=O but Jf and B~ are nonvanishing. From (2.9) and (2.~ we can obtain 

-
~! = V~ (~XB) - VX (~/G') (~.,,) 

So if there is a steady state then 

(J.12) 

where 'fI is the electric potential. If we integrate (2.12) around the 

circle C we have 
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¢ c 

because on circle C VxB=O and because~v'Vd.l = 0 
G 

for any potent i a 1 



• Eguation (2.13) is satisfied only if J =0 on C which leads to 

contradiction and to the conclusion that steady axisymmetric field 

cannot be maintained. More rigorous discussion is given by Roberts 

1967. 

Mean Field Electrodynamics 

In order to avoid difficulties associated with Cowling's 

theorem, consider the situation of greater relevance in the 

astrophysical case when V(x,t) is not a known function of position and 

time but rather includes a random ingredient. Statistical pro'perties of 

V are assumed to be known but detailed properties are not. Such a 

velocity field generates a random perturbation of electric current and 

magnetic field and we can concentrate on solving the dynamo problem for 

the mean magnetic field instead of the full random magnetic field. That 

approach is called "mean field electrodynamic" and was pioniered by 

" Parker 1955 and Steenback, Krause, and Radler 1966. (For an English 

translation of the series of papers by the same authors see Roberts and 

Stix 1971.) The important point to be made is that in the mean field 

elect rodynami cs approach the mea n rna g net i c fi e 1 d ca n be ax i symmet ri c 

and the mean velocity field can be toroidal and we can still obtain 

dynamo maintenance mechanism. Of course Cowling's theorem is still 

valid when applied to full fields. The random velocity field is taken 

to be turbulent. We are going to assume that the random ingredient of 

motion is characterized by a length-scale 1 and time scale t • The 

large, mean ingredient of motion is characterized by a length-scale L 

and time-scale T. 
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Mean field e1ectrodynamics works under conditions such that 

l»l and T»tG The velocity and magnetic fields may be separated into 

mean and fluctuating parts: 

(~. \5) 

where Va and 80 are mean values and u and 5 are fluctuating parts. Note 

that (u>=O and <5>=0 • To separate dynamo equation (2.10) into mean and 

fluctuating parts, substitute (2.14) and (2.15) into equation (2.10) 

and then average this equat i on. The result is the mean (average) part 

of the turbulent dynamo equation. 

(~. \6) 

In this equation, on the right hand side, appears a tenn associated 

with a product of random fl uctuation (ux5> • We have to fi nd a way to 

express this tenn as a function of mean fields Va and 80 so that for 
-given large scale velocity field Va equation (2.16) can be solved. To 

obtain the fluctuating part of full dynamo equation we have to subtract 

(2.16) from (2.10). 

~= V)t(Vo)c'b)+V)(~)(Bo)+V)((~Xb) - 'Vx(irx"i:) + '2V'l.b' (1.'1) 

Note that (2.17) is a linear equation for B with a source term 
-• The linearity of (2.17) quarantees that fields 5 and BO 

are lineary related and it follows that (ux5> and BO are linearly 

related. The term <uxB> can be called mean electromotive force E. and 

is important in the theory of turbulent magnetohydrodynamic dynamo. We 

------------------_._-------
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shall discuss this term and how it relates to BO in some details. 

Relation Beetwen £ and Bo 

Since mean electromotive force <uxe> and BO are linearly 

related we can write for a slowly varying field 

GUll) 

Here <uxo> is a pseudovector as opposed to Bo which is an ordinary or 

polar vector. Coefficients ol.i~ and I?>~Kwhich relate a pseudovector to a 

polar vector must be themselves pseudotensors. Detailed derivation of 

the rel ation (2.18) is gi ven in the Appendi x 2. A pseudotensor is a 

quantity that can be defi ned by means of its transfonn~tion rules. A 

third rank pseudotensor transforms under an orthogonal transfonnation 

of coordinates A according to the following scheme 

where A is the detenminant of the transformation matrix. 

A pseudovector is a pseudotensor of rank one and a pseudoscalar 

is a pseudotensor of rank zero. For transfonmations involving inversion 

or reflection (transfonmations which change a right-handed coordinate 

system into a left-handed one) A is negat i vee 

The simplest but most important situation is when the 

turbulence is isotropic. By isotropic we are going to understand 

"invariant under rotations" but not under "reflexions" of the frame of 

reference. In this situation, by definition, all statistical properties 

of the fluctuating u field must be isotropic. Since coefficients 
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and ~~" are detennined by statistical properties of u they al so must 

be isotropic. The only isotropic tensor of a second rank is the 

Kronecker delta &"'6 and the only isotropic tensor of a third rank is 

the levi-Civita tensor fi~\o:. • So, in isotropic turbulence case the 

relation between <ox5> and 80 is as follow 

Gl.lO) 

where 0<. is a pseudoscalar and f3 is a pure scalar. If we restrict 

ourselves to only two first terms in series (2.20) we can rewrite 

(2.2~ in the vector fonn 

(~.~I) 

Since coefficient ol. is a statistical property of the ij field 

and, as had been shown, is a pseudoscalar, the u field itself must by a 

pseudovector otherwise we would expect 0<. to be zero. In other words 

only fluctuati ng jj field which lacks reflexional symmetry can produce 

non-zero ~ • The appearance of an electromotive force of the form 

(2.21) was described by Steenbeck and Krause 1966 as the II c:i. -

effect II. For review and discussion on the at - effect see also Moffat 

1978. 

The net effect of the second tenn on the right side of equation 

(2.21) is to alter the value of the effective magnetic diffusivity. In 

nearly all circumstances in which p. can be calculated explicitly, it 

is positive, and the effective magnetic diffusivity becomes '2+(3 • 

This is consistent with the simple physical notion of an lIeddy 

diffusivityll where random mixing is enhanc;ng the process of diffusion. 
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In fact, in some important physical situations r-- can be few orders of 

magnitude larger then!. To proceed further assume for a moment that 

and is constant, and that c&. is a known function of position. Then 

equation (2.16) reduces to 

-
~!D = V)( (-Vb ~ So) + Vx (ct Bo) 1- "IT V'2.S0 

This dynamo equation lets us find the mean field 80 providing 

that the large scale mean velocity Va is known. There is no restriction 

on the symmetry of either BO or Va and equation (2.22) can be solved by 

numbers of techniques subject to physically proper boundary conditions. 

Once we assume that So and Va are axisymmetric, a spherical hannonic 

expansion method or finite difference method can be employed with 

reasonable efficiency. Spherical harmonic expansion method, when used 

for a spherical body, has the advantage of possessing a local boundary 

condition. On the other hand the finite difference method introduces a 

non-local boundary condition, yet has the advantage of being more 

general and not restricted to the particular shape of the bod~. (In the 

orthogonal-functions expansion method both the inside and the outside 

solutions are spanned by this same set of orthogonal functions of one 

coordinate. Boundary conditions on the surface of the body are local, 

independent of the particular choice of this coordinate. On the other 

hand, in the finite-differences method we have to match numerical 

values inside the body to the orthogonal-functions expansion outside 

the body. Boundary conditions are non-local, dependent on coordinate 

present in the orthogonal set. How to deal with this problem will be 

explained in chapter 4.) 
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CHAPTER 3 

DYNAMO MODEL FOR DISC-LIKE ASTROPHYSICAL BODIES 

As discussed in chapter 1, dynamo theory for disc-like bodies, 

as opposed to spherical bodies, is relatively underdeveloped. 

Nevertheless, some work relevant to this present work has been done and 

should be discussed. 

Most work related to non-spherical dynamos has been done with 

respect to the galactic disc. Parker 1971a,b suggested that the concept 

of the c{W ~dynamo, where a mean toroidal magnetic field is generated 

by non-uniform rotation from an original poloida1 field, and the 

poloidal field is regenerated from the toroidal field by effect of 

cyclonic convection ( ~ -effect), should be applied to the galactic 

magnetic field. Parker described the dynamo in a slab geometry, i.e. a 

plan-parallel layer of infinite extend, with an electrically conducting 

gas in cyclonic turbulent motion and subject to large scale shear. He 

chose a step-functi on for the 01. -effect to accommodate the fact that 

is a pseudoscalar, and he matched the solutions inside the slab to 

vacuum fields in the l extra-ga1actic" region (outside the slab) in 

order to obtain an equation for the growth rate for field modes. 

Parker's results show that steady or osci 11 atory dynamo modes can be 

excited with almost equal ease. The preferred mode is dipolar and 
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steady when otw i >0, and quadrupolar and steady when oI.W' <0. 

The gaseous disc of the galaxy is extremely thin compared to 

the radius. Hence the model based on a slab of infinite breadth and 

width can capture the basic physics. Nonetheless it is clear that the 

slab model cannot give any clear idea of the distribution of field 

across the disc because the disc is, in fact, defined by its edges. The 

model is also useless for any other astrophysical applications (with 

the possible exception of thin accretion discs). Therefore, other 

authors have taken up the more difficult problem of solving the dynamo 

equations for axi-symmetric fields in an oblate spheroid. An oblate 

spheroid, well flattened, can capture the basic physics of the edge 

effect, and provide an illustration of the location and distribution of 

the field across the disc. Such a model can also have possible 

applications beyond the case of the galactic disc. 

Stix 1975 developed the first such model. The surface of the 

disc in Stix's model is an oblate spheroid with major half axis Rand 

minor half axis b. The ratio of these half axes is the measure of 

oblateness. Stix assumes a vacuum outside the spheroid and uses the 

functional fonn of ~ -effect which passes linearly through zero across 

the central plane of the spheroid and is a maximum at the surface. The 

results show that for a sufficient oblatness the preferred mode is 

dipolar and steady for OlW' >0 and quadrupolar and steady when otw' <0. 

When oblatness is not sufficient oscillatory modes are dominant. The 

dynamo numbers necessary to produce oscillatory modes are substantially 

larger from these needed to produce steady modes. This last result is 

in contradiction with Parker's results for his slab model. In the limit 
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of a flattened oblate spheroid (b/R~O) the asymptotic expression for 

the dynamo number for Stix's model has been worked out by Soward 1978. 

Using Soward's asymptotic expression, comparison between Stix's and 

Parker's models is possible for the stationary modes. Corresponding 

dynamo numbers are close but different which can be attributed to the 

difference in the functional form of the oL -effect, as well as the 

di fference in the form of the shea r. 

Another oblate spheroid model has been worked out by White 

1978. His model is essentially similar to the one developed by Stix but 

he uses different functional forms for the d -effect and for the 

differential rotation. His results are in good agreement with Stix's 

results. He also shows the field configuration for oscillatory dynamo. 

Altogether, Parker's slab model and oblate spheroidal models 

can illustrate the basic physical principles of the operation of the 

kinematical dynamo in the galactic disc. 

One disadvantage of these models is that they are solved using 

orthogonal-functions expansion method. That means that some 

restrictions must be apply in order to obtain solutions. The shape of 

the disc is restricted as well as functional forms of the oI.-effect 

and the shear. Note for example that the ol -effect in both methods 

does not depend on radial coordinate, yet in some if not in all 

astrophysical objects we expect such dependence. The more important 

disadvantage is that these models cannot be easily expanded to 

realistic physical models (for example nonlinear dynamos). 

In contrast, the finite difference method we are going to use 

does not restrict the functional form of physical effects involved and 
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also can be easily expanded into more realistic and nonlinear problems. 

Finally, Pudritz 1981a,b developed a model for dynamo action in 

turbulent accretions discs around black holes. His disc was thin and 

Keplerian. The analysis of dynamo action in a thin accretion disc has 

some close similarities with work done in galactic dynamos. The main 

di ffe rence between cxlA) dynamo action ina ga 1 a xy and ina th in di sc 

is the importance of the central rotation black hole. The mean magnetic 

field must ultimately be properly matched on to the event horizon of a 

rotating hole. Pudritz does not adress this problem in his paper. In 

this present work we also will not adress this problem, but it will be 

possible later because finite difference methods can accommodate such a 

problem. Pudritz derives functional formulas for the ~ -effect and 

turbulent diffusivity (both are specific functions of rand z). Using 

cylindrical polar coordinates he was able to find steady state 

solutions for his model analytically. These solutions show that most 

readily excited mode is quadrupole ( «WI <0). Pudritz's model is valid 

under very restrictive assumptions (thin, Keplerian disc, specific 

forms of ct and turbulent diffusivity). When we lift any of these 

assumptions nice analytic solution will not be possible. Thick discs, 

non-Kep1erian velocity fields and different forms of ~ -effect cannot 

be accommodated into Pudritz's model. Our model, on the other hand, 

will pennit all this astrophysical concepts to by incorporated. 

In this chapter we will propose a method of dealing with dynamo 

action within discs. The basic feature of this method is an employment 

of non-constant effective magnetic diffusivity '1.T. By effective 

magnetic diffusivity we will understand sum of magnetic diffusivity 
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1 and turbulent diffusivity ~ • Hereafter, by magnetic 

diffusivity we will mean effective magnetic diffusivity and will denote 

it by nz • Also the magnetic field and the velocity field will denote 

average (mean) magnetic field and average velocity field and will be 

labelled by Band ij respectively (instead of BO and VO) • The aim of 

introducing non-constanJ: riJ. is to be able to reduce the numerical 

problem to one with easier boundary conditions, namely to the spherical 
\ 

dynamo problem. Fi rst consider the sphere surrounded by a vacuum. The 

sphere is filled with conducting fluid, the motion of which is 

described by a prescribed velocity field V. The surrounding vacuum has 

an infinitely large magnetic diffusivity, while the sphere, by 

contrast, has a finite magnetic diffusivity. 

Fig. 3. The model for the disc dynamo. 

The disc is the part of the sphere with a magnetic diffusivity 
1 •. The rest of the sphere has a magnetic diffusivity'2~» "2 •• The sphere 
is surrounded by a vaccum with,! =00. This model is an approximation of 
a situat ion when di sc with,. is surrounded by a vacuum. 
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If the magnetic diffusivity is constant throughout the sphere, then we 

have classic spherical dynamo model, if on the other hand, the magnetic 

diffusivity is taken to have some characteristic value in one part of 

the sphere and another characteristic value in the rest of the sphere, 

then we are in a position to model the shape of the body for which we 

want to calculate an effect of dynamo action. Fig.3. illustrates this 

idea. Our purpose is to solve a dynamo problem for a disc of conducting 

fluid and possessing say magnetic diffusivity '7.1 surrounded by 

vacuum with 1,:00 • In order to accomplish this we consider the disc to 

be part of the sphere as is ilustrated on fig. 3.1, and we prescribe a 

magnetic diffusivity tlJ.t »11], for the rest of the sphere. Such a 

configuration will be a good approximation of the original. Now we can 

solve the dynamo problem on the sphere (with a modification that ~ is 

non-constant within the sphere) and get an approximation for the 

original disc problem. 

Dynamo Equation with Non-constant Magnetic Diffusivity 

The dynamo equation for mean magnetic field, in the case of 

constant magnetic diffusivity, is given by (2.22) • It is easy to see 

from (2.9) and from our discussion on mean field electrodynamics that 

the dynamo equation for mean magnetic field, in the case of 

non-constant magnetic diffusivity, will have a form 

(3.1) 

This equation is valid inside our hypothetical sphere, V is a 

large scale velocity field and in this kinematical approach is given, 

----------------------------~ -~ .. ~ ... 
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is also given function of position, as well as ~ • The only unknown 

function of position and time is mean magnetic field S. 
We would like to introduce dimensionless quantities 

-corresponding to V,d., "t as well as time and length. It can be 

accomplished by following definitions 

v ~ V'* V (3.~) 

D(. -~ oI..~ol. (3.3) 

'? -:> "?~ rfJ. (3.4) 

t -.) J!-JrfJ.1-. t (3.S) 

rr ~ LiY- (!.6) 

On the left side of these definitions V,ot)"2.t and rare 

original quantities as present in equation (3.1). On the right side 

these same symbols denote dimensionless quantities connected to 

originals by means of definitions (3.2)-(3.6) • V* and oL* are typical 

magnitudes of large scale velocity field and ~ -effect respectively, 

1·iS a characteristic value of magnetic diffusivity, L is typical 

distance scale (usually radius of the sphere) and time is measured in 

units of a typical diffusion time L2/"l* • The governing equation for 

the large scale magnetic field B inside the sphere in terms of 

dimensionless quantities is 
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~! = Rw V)( (~)(B) + RcL V~(o£ B) - vx (~VX S) (3.9-) 

Every quantity in this equation is dimensionless except magnetic field 

B which has the usual units. Note that the dynamo equation is 

homogeneous and we will not be able to ~stablish the absolute value of 

-B, from that point of view, units of B are not important. The 

dimensionless parameters Rl\) =V~ L/rvz* and R~ = c:x.i\"L/rwz~ are magnetic 

Reynolds numbers based on the large scale motion and ol. -effect 

respectively. Now because the equation is linear if we are looking for 

- .At - Jl normal modes we can assume that B(F,t)=e B(r) where is the 

(complex) growth rate of the field in units of 1~ IL 2 • We can 

replace'time derivative on the left side of (3.7) by.Jl B and a dynamo 

equation will have a form 

Equat i on (3.8) is a general dynamo equat i on wi thout any assumpt ion 

about symmetry of magnetic field or a large scale velocity field. 

Toroidal and Poloidal Magnetic Fields 

Further simplification can be made by recognizing that the 

important physical systems are axisymmetric. The magnetic and velocity 

fields can then be written as the sum of azimuthal (toroidal) and 

meridional (poloidal) parts. 

(3.9) 

(3.\0) 
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where ~ is a unit vector in toroidal direction and b,a,v,and u are 

scalars. The poloidal and toroidal parts of equation (3.8) can then be 

equated separately to produce the system of two partial differential 

equations for two unknown scalar functions b and a • General formulas 

can be derived (see Appendix 1) but we are going to restrict ourselves 

to the case where u=O (only azimuthal large scale velocity field). This 

is adequate for a disc geometry and formulas can be substantially 

simplified in that case. We are also neglecting the creation of 

toroidal flux by the ct- effect. There is evidence that the toroidal 

component is far stronger then the poloidal in most physical systems. 

This suggest that differential rotation is the dominant mechanism in 

the creation of toroidal flux and is the ba~is for neglection the 

effect contribution to the toroidal magnetic field. Keeping in mind 

these two approximations we can decompose equation (3.8) into toroidal 

and poloidal parts (for more details see Appendix 1). 

(3. II ) 

(3.12 ) 

equation (3.1~ can be further reduced to 

(3. r~) 

by some algebraic manipulation and by putting the constant of 

integration to be equal zero. Introducing a system of spherical 

coordinates, (3.11) and (3.13) become 
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Here G and F are linear partial differential operators and in 

spherical coordinates they have following forms: 

(~.16 ) 

(3.11 ) 

Although the physical magnitude of the toroidal magnetic field 

is far greater than that of the poloidal compo·nent, it is 

computationally convenient for the variables representing them to have 

the same order of magnitude, additionally we can reduce two parameters 

R"" and Rot to only one Rm={RwRo( )1/2 • In order to do this we make the 

transformation 

(~.18) 

( 3.1~) 

Equations (3.14) and (3.15) then become 

(3.:U) 
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In the future, our use of the transformed variables will be 

assumed, and the primes omitted. The parameter Rm={Rw Ro1.) 1/2 is called 

dynamo number and it is a free parameter of the model. Solutions of the 

system of equations (3. 20) - (3.21) a re dependent on particular val ue of 

Rm. We will see that the system (3.20)-{3.21), subject to applicable 

boundary conditions, defines an eigenvalue problem for..Q • When Rm is 

zero it can be shown that Re{..n.) are negative for all eigenval ues Jl • 

As Rm is increased a critical value ( Rm=Rmc) is reached at which Re 

!Lis zero for one mode and is negative for all other. This defines the 

critical dynamo number for dynamo action. Its determination is always a 

primary objective of the calculations. If Rm is increased further Re 

.0. becomes positive for one or more modes. 

The magnetic field outside the sphere must satisfy equation 

-"x B .: 0 

since no electric current flows in this region and equation (2.3) can 

be applied to obtain (3.22) • Absence of electric currents also implies 

that no toroidal field can exist in the exterior; this means that we 

can write formulas for poloidal and toroidal fields in the exterior, in 

spherical coordinates as follow: 

(3.l3) 

b.:: 0 

Boundary Conditions and Symmetry Properties of The Solution 
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The boundary conditions connecting the inside and the outside 
-of the sphere are quite simple, we just ask that the magnetic field B 

continues across the boundary. That condition can be shown to reduce to 

[ 0.] = L )~I J""] = [ b J = 0 (>.25) 

in spherical coordinates. Here square brackets denote the jump in the 

enclosed quantity. At infinity the absence of external sources of 

magnetic field requires that a ,-> a at least as fast as a dipole field 

as r-'>Oo. Finally the magnetic field should be zero on the axis of 

rotation and at the origin. 

A case of great interest in the astrophysical context is that 

in which the large scale velocity field has mirror symmetry about the 
-equatorial plane. This implies that V is an even function of latitude. 

On the other hand c/.. is a pseudoscal ar and as such changes si gn under 

reflexion • This implies that ~ is an odd function of latitude. 

Physically it is also correct since the Coriolis forces gives rise to 

the lack of mirror symmetry in the turbulence. 

Under these conditions an examination of the symmetry of the 

problem reveals that solutions for the magnetic field break down into 

two separate families. From equations (3.20), (3.21) and (3.17) we can 

deduce that if a is an even function of latitude then b must be an odd 

function. Such a field is said to have dipole symmetry. On the other 

hand if a is an odd function of latitude b must be an even function. 

This second type is said to have quadrupole symmetry. The real magnetic 

field can be a mixture of dipole and quadrupole fields. Since we can 

always decompose such a general field into dipole and quadrupole ones 
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we will concentrate in this work on only pure symmetry fields ( dipole 

or quadrupole) at one time. 

If in the governing equations (3.20) and (3.21) we change the 

signs of 0(. -effect, differential rotation (in practice V) and either 

poloidal or toroidal part of magnetic field the system is unchanged. 

The situation alters, however, if the sign of the product of ~ -effect 

and differential rotation is reversed. If we denote "differential 

rotation" by w' , it can be said that two different situati ons can be 

isolated. One when eJ,w
l is positive and second when this product is 

negative. Solutions of dipole and quadrupole type must be calculated 

for both positive and negative value of <xw'. 

It is not difficult to set up a spherical grid on which 

equations (3.20) and (3.21) can be represented by finite differences. 

The only inconvenience is that we are left wi th a non-local bounda ry 

conditions. That can be overcome by introducing a matrix operation 

relating boundary values to the values of the field inside the sphere. 

The prime task will be to find critical dynamo number Rmc for a given 

model. As defined before Rmc corresponds to the solution with Re(Jl)=O. 

If, in addition, Im(Jt)=O the solution will be said to be a steady 

state. If, on the other hand, Im(..o.)=O the solution will be called an 

oscillatory solution. The second objective will be to find a 

corresponding eigenvector which will represent the steady (or 

oscillatory) solution to the problem described by equations (3.20) and 

(3.21) • 

In the past, the method of solving this problem has been to use 

a combination of orthogonal-function expansion and finite differences 

----------------------------_ ... _ .. _--_ ... --
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methods to reduce it to a matrix eigenvalue problem, which can then be 

solved numerically. This method is not suitable in our work because 

existence of ~ as a function of position prohibits 

orthogonal-function expansion. Instead a. finite difference method will 

be used. 
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CHAPTER 4 

NUMERICAL METHOD FOR SOLVING DYNAMO EQUATION 

In order to solve equations (3.20) and (3.21) a finite 

difference method will be applied. Partial differential equations 

(3.20) and (3.2l) will be replaced by difference equations which will 

be solved on a spherical grid. We will use the following finite 

difference approximation of original partial derivatives: 

FKll+1 - Fl<ll.-1 
.Q.A9 

FK+I)\' -2F",.I\. + F\<-b\, 
lA'l')l 

t:" "'l l ~I -.1 1=,,> 1. + F!Col L-I 

tAS);} 

(4.1) 

( li.3) 

where F can be any funct ion af rand e . Fk, 1 denote va 1 ue of the 

function F at the grid point (k,l). The relation between the grid point 

(k,l) and spherical coordi nates rand e are 

'" = "lYf' 

G = L be 
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. d )FIo:~ )Fiu i!=lll where A r and ~e are constant throughtout the gn • n' Ta'")".:;"i' 

denotes partial derivatives of function F calculated at the grid point 

(k,l). In the system of equations (3.20)-(3.21) we have three 

differential operators: [v'- +], G and F, where the last two are 
,-or.Wlle 

defined by equations (3.16) and (3.17). By substituting finite 

differences for partial derivatives as given by (4.1)-(4.4) we can 
'"l. I " ,. 

replace linear differential operators [V - '1 '8]' G and F by rr lol/WI 

correspondi ng 1 i nea r fi ni te di fference operators. It can be shown by 

direct substitution that 

('1.1 ) 

Here coefficients Kl'K2,K3,K4 and KS are functions of the grid point 

(k,1) and A rand M ,but they are not dependent on F. The explicit form 

of these coefficients can be calculated from the form of [\)'7._ ~e] 
If" '.l,~ 

in spherical coordinates and are as follow: 

I<A(Kll) 
a ( 1+ a\('l.6~'t(LA9) ) (4.8 J = - + (Arr)t Kl (A9V' 

K~(")l) = I ( V~rr)2· 1+ +) (~. ~ ) 

K;, (K)t) = I<l~6,,)1· ( I + 
cot ( lAS) ) ( Lt .10) tAG)'! lAS 

I<~ (K)t) t~~)1 ( I +) (LUI) 

k5 (K.)t) 1(, toi (ll\9) ) ( Lt.12) \(t (~rr)1 (Ae)l a 1!>6 
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" " In similar fashion we can replace G and F by they respective finite 

difference representations: 

.' 

Equation (3.16) helps us to calculate the explicit form of coefficients 

Gi(k,l) : 

G-1 = )rrz. 
+ cD19 )'2 

(4.1lt ) ,.,.. )rr 1'("2- )9 

G'l :: 
J'2 ( 4. IS) 
:Jrr a~rr' 

G>= ( ~l )rt) 
)9 

I ( 4.16) 
~Ae 

G'1= - G2 (4.11) 
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Gs= - G:; ('i. 18) 

Of course Gi are functions of the grid point (k,l); in the 

formulas above we have used r,a but conversion to k and 1 is trivial 

and given by (4.5)and (4.6). Also, since ~ is a given function of 

position so is ~; as well as ~~ • Note that we are not calculating 

these derivatives numerically, instead we calculate them analytically 

and consider them to be given functions of the grid point. 
" The finite difference representation of differential operator F 

is given by: 



where a is any function of position. The reason for switching from F to 

" a is to avoid confusion between operator F and arbitrary function F. 

Coefficients Fi are calculated from (3.17) 

F" :>" 
"..'1 :> e ( '1.20) 

_, ;)V) 
1'1"',(3 abrr ( 4.21) 

Fs- = - F',!, (4.2~) 

Coefficients Fi are functions of the grid point (k,l) and all 

remarks following fonnulas (4.13)-(4.17) apply as well for them. The 

only change is to consider as known the function v instead of1 • 

Havi n9 all three partial differential operators present in 

(3.20)-(3.21) represented by corresponding finite difference 

representation we are now in a position to substitute (3.20)-(3.21) by 

finite difference equations: 

.n. bK~t:: (rrz \(a\. \(" + Gil) b\(~\i + (~"~l I<.;t -+ G1) b'H bL + ("lI(~L \<~ + ( 3) b K) li' + 

.... (1.IC)L l<LI+G,,) b"-hl. +( ~1()1. Ks+Gs) b\(~l-t + 
(Lt.15 ) 
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These last two equations represent sets of algebraic linear 

equations with one free parameter Rm, and second parameter1l. which, 

because all equations are homogeneous, plays the role of an eigenvalue. 

The unknown quantities'ak,l and bk,l form an eigenvector. Figure 4. 

illustrates the spherical grid used to translate differential equations 

(3.20)-(3.21) into the set of algebraic equations (4.25)-(4.26). 

Because of the assumption that the field is axisymmetric and that we 

are going to consider only modes of dipole or quadrupole symmetry, 

there is no need to introduce the spatial grid on an entire cross 

section of the sphere (circle). 

It·~ 

0 o ,. 
" .D MS' e II 
.., IS .. 

leu 

"'0 

9:0 

U4 
.t Q.:o1 b~ e~ tioo.) ,I""" b~ ,us) 

[!ill: t~1:: [1.)=0 

Q:T/': 

~~~~~~--------------------
.1l'fOlC At t.' ~ ~ = b:O 

Cll4&lkpoll .. t "" t: A: ~: 0 

Fig. 4. The spherical grid with the boundary conditions. 
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Spherical grid on the quarter of the circle, for ilustration we 
put N=3 and M=5. Boundry connditions at R=l (conection with the outside. 
of the sphere) are given by (3.25). Boundary conditions at S ='7r/2. 
follows from symmetry proporties of dipole and quadrupole modes. On the 
axis of rotation magnetic field is zero. 



It is enough to consider only a quarter of the circle. Boundary 

conditions at e = ii /2 foll ow from symmetry properties of dipole and 

quadrupole fields. 

Connection With The Outside Magnetic Field 

And Other Boundary Conditions 

The magnetic field outside the unit sphere (we already make the 

assumption that the radius of the sphere is unity when we deci ded to 

measure distances in units of characteristic length scale L -the radius 

of the sphere) is governed by equations (3.23) and (3.2~. Formal 

separation of variables method together with proper conditions at 

infinity and on the axis of rotation produce the required solution. 

Thus for the outside of the sphere the toroidal magnetic field is zero 

and the poloidal part is given by: 
00 

Q,.ol4.\".., e) = L A~lA.t P~ ('0$ S) ~"'''' (It.!H) 
1'1'\:1 

where Anout are constant coefficients to be determined from connection 

conditions with the inside field and P~(cos ) are Legendre functions 

(more specificaly associated Legendre functions). In order to be able 

to solve the algebraic eigenvalue problem given by (4.25) and (4.26) on 

the spatial grid k=1,2, ••• N ;1=1,2, ••• M we somehow have to calculate 

quantities aN+1 ,1 and bN+1,1 for 1=1,2, ••• M or, if that is not 

possible, express them in terms of ak,l and bk,l for k=1,2, ••• N ; 

1=1,2, ••• M • This is necessary because if we substitute k=N and l=M at 

(4.25)-(4.26) we will get on the left side terms aN+l,l and bN+l,l 

which are unknown but are outside our set of unknowns ak,l ; bk,l where 

---------------------------- . 
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k=1,2, ••• N and 1=1,2, ••• M • There is no problem with bN+1,1 which is 

the value of the toroidal magnetic field on the surface of the sphere. 

Boundary conditions (3.2~ together with the value of the toroidal 

field outside the sphere (3.14) immediately gives 

t ~.l8) 

The val ue of the poloidal fi el d on the surface of the sphere 

cannot be simply calculated. Instead, it can be related to the values 

of this field deeper inside the sphere. Boundary conditions (3.25), 

outside solution (4.27) and four point difference .approximation for the 

derivatives will be used in the process. 

The boundary conditions (3.25) and the outside solution (4.27) 

yiel~ the relation 

-') 

d) 

Q..N-t'l\' = E Ai.°lA.t P~('QSlHH) 
L:.l 

(4. ~O) 

( -:Jet) lrf'\ where \);. N+IJL is the partial derivative of the inside poloidal field 

calculated on the surface of the sphere. Of course this last quantity 

is not known but can be expressed in terms of values of field itself at 

points below the surface. In order to do this we are going to use the 

four-points difference approximation for the derivative. The general 

formula for any given function f is: 

In our case it will translate into 
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(~)im = _,_ [-~A.N . .2" + 9a tHlL -lgaN.t. + "tA.tHllJ (~.)1) ,rr Ntill.. 6Att" l j 
Once we substitute (4.32) into (4.30) we have a system of 2M 

equations with an infinite number of unknowns. There are M unknowns 

aN+1,1 and infinite number of unknowns A~ut • We are about to make an 

important approximation which allows us to solve the system 

(4.29) ,(4.30). let us restrict ourselves to only M tenns in the outside 

solution for the poloidal field as given by (4.27) • That means that we 

are truncating the series at n=M level, where n is a ·sumation index at 

(4.27) and M is the size of the numerical grid in e direction. This 

approximation reduces the number of unknowns in the system 

(4.30) to 2M, thus permiting solution of that system •. Substituting 

(4.32) into (4.30) and then eliminating aN+1,1 from (4.30) by means of 

(4.29) we get the system of M equations with M unknowns. 

M L A~u..'\p~"(C.OSAeL) [ ~~,. +L +1] = 6~tt" ['8 a. N~1.. - 9 C1N-b\.. + d a.N-.1.1~ (~.'3) 
i.=1 

for 1=1,2, ••• M. This can be written more compactly in a matrix notation 

where Ai are unknown coefficients in the outside solution (4.27) and 

Bli and dl are defined as follow: 

(~.35 ) 

--------------- ---"-' -.--- ---
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Matrix 81i is known but the vector d1 is not as long as values 

of the field "a" inside the sphere remains unknown. We can obtain the 

formal solution by calculating the inverse matrix 81il, then 

1. -1 
A°l.\."[ - B ' el' 

I. - '-L L 

Now we can use this relation in fonnu1a (4.29) and relate quantities 

aN+1,1 to aN,l' aN-l,l and aN-2,1 by obtaining the fonna1 solution for 

aN+1,1 

8y changing the order of summation we can write 
IY\ 

a. N+I)L = Z C LI~ dd 
d~1 

where C1j are by definition 
fI\ 
\' -II ) 

C ~~ :: L.J Bid Pi. (,ooS bel) 
L::I 

( 4.3&) 

This last matrix is completely known so relation (4.39) is the 

relation we have been desired, relating aN+l,l with dl which depends 

linearly on aN,l' aN-l,l and aN-2,l • We still need to specify other 

boundary conditions. So far we have shown how to relate aN+l,l to 

aN-l,l, aN,l and aN-2,l thus solving the problem of finding numerical 

formulas adequate to express physical boundary conditions on the 

interface between the outside and the inside of the sphere. 

We had to make a necessary approximation - restriction of the outside 

solution to the first M tenns in the series. It seems restrictive but , 
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it is exactly this same assumption numbers of authors made while 

solving dynamo problem using orthogonal-function expansion method. In 

order to obtain the closed system of equations they also had to 

truncate all series involved at some level. If the outside solution 

(which has exactly this same form in this work as in all relevant 

"orthogonal-functions expantion method") is truncated at level M that 

means that inside solution if expressed by an infinite series must also 

be truncated at the same level. In this work there are no series 

involving the inside solution, instead the size of the numerical grid 

in the •••• direction must be equal to the truncation level of the 

outside solution. The analogy is apparent. It also follows that having 

the numerical grid with NxM points roughly corresponds to preserving M 

terms in series representing solution in orthogonal-functions expansion 

method. N is the number of points in the radial direction and can be 

this same in both methods. For comparison of our approach with 

"standard" approach see for example Roberts 1972. 

We now have to formulate numerical formulas corresponding to boundary 

conditions on the axis of rotation, at the origin, and on the 

equatorial plane (see figure 4.). The conditions at the boundaries r=0 

and e =0 arise from the fact that "a" and "b" were originally the 

norms of azimutal vectors. If they are to be both single valued and 

axisymmetric such vectors must vanish on the axis of symmetry. The 

origin corresponds to k=O. Since magnetic field should be zero at the 

origin we have 

(~.~I ) 
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bOIl = 0 t~ 1.2) ... ) M ('i·Ltl) 

Now let consider the boundary condition on the axis of rotation e =0. 

The axis of rotation corresponds to 1=0. Once again the magnetic field 

is zero there, thus 

l<,': 1.1) ... ) N 

A little more complicated are boundary conditions on the 

equatorial plane (~=n/2). Physically speaking there is nothing special 

about the equatorial plane and no physical boundary conditions are 

imposed. However, for the purpose of computational compactness it is 

convenient to consider only the quarter of the circle instead of a 

cross section of the entire sphere (see fig.4. and text above that 

figure) • Because of that we, in a sense, are introducing the boundary 

condi t i on on e =·Tf/2. As di scussed in chapter 3. there are two types of 

magnetic field symmetries; dipole and quadrupole. Boundary conditions 

on the equatorial plane depend on particular type of symmetry of the 

field. Because we are going to consider only one type at a time, there 

wi 11 be no confusi on. Proper boundary conditions for both types are 

listed on fig.4 •• Before trans1ati.ng these conditions into numerical 

dependencies we have to write down how we are going to approximate 

partial derivatives involved in these boundary conditions. We are going 

to use the following finite difference approximation: 
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where {;~1 k,M+l denotes the value of partial derivative at point 

(k,M+l) (on the equatorial plane) • For the dipole symmetry ~ =0 and 

b=O on the equatorial plane so using (4.45) we can get 

( 4.Lt6) 

1<.:. 11'l.~ ••• N 

For the quadrupole symmetry ;~ =0 and a=O on the equatorial plane so 

K= "'2J ••. N 

Please note that for getting relations (4.46) and (4.49) we 

have been using a three points difference approximation for the 

derivative, whereas to obtain (4.39) we have been using a four points 

difference approximation for the derivative. There is no hidden reason 

for this apparent lack of consistency. The calculation has been made 

with this particular choice of approximations as a result of the 

process of upgrading the numerical code. 

Method of Solving The Eigenvalue Problem 

Equation (4.25) and (4.26) are a set of linear, homogeneous 

equations. Each equation can be written at any given numerical point 

(k,1) on the grid. If there are NxM points we have set of 2xNxM 
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equations. There are' also 2xNxM unknowns thanks to numerical relations 

(4.39),(4.41),{4.42), (4.43),{4.44), (4.46),{4.47),{4.48) and (4.49). 

Because of the special form (4.25) and (4.26) have, the set of 

homogeneous equations is really an eigenvalue problem with playing 

the role of an eigenvalue and an eigenvector is constructed from 

quantities ak,l and bk,l • There is more then one way to construct this 
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chosen the following form for an eigenvector 

(~ 50) 

where x is an eigenvector and all denotes (al,1,al,2, ••• ,al,M)etc. With 

a such choice of an eigenvector and corresponding choice for ordering 

equations the system (4.25) ,(4.26) can be written in compact matrix 

fonn. 

Ax = ..D..x ( 'lSI) 

where A is a square matrix resulting from the system of equations. The 

size of the matrix A is (2xNxM)x{2xNxM), but the matrix is rather 

spare, with a lot of terms be equal zero. The general form of the 

matrix is complicated and will be difficult to present, instead fig 5. 

ilustrates matrix A for special case with N=5 and M=3, all nonzero 

elements of the matrix are denoted by cross. 

Matrix A is real and nonsymmetric, that means eigenvalues of A 

can be real or complex. or some can be real and others complex. The 

matrix A and hence all eigenvalues of A are functions of Rm. Parameter 

Rm' dynamo number, has been introduced in chapter 3. and it is a free 

------.--- -_._----- ------



parameter of the theory. Only terms which are far from a diagonal in 

the matrix A depend on Rm • Terms on a diagonal and concentrated in 

bands below and above a di agona 1 are Rm independent and are constant 

for given N, M, and • Th at is to say, te rms co rres pondi ng to the 

operator [V'2._ rr~!li~e] are constant and terms corresponding to mixed 

terms are functions of Rm. By mixed terms we understand terms 

proportional to IIb ll field in an equation for lIa ll field and terms 

proportional to lIa ll field in an equation for IIb ll field. 

If Rm=O equations (3.20) and (3.21) are without sources and the 

magnetic field must fall exponentially to zero. In our finite 

difference formulation if Rm=O only Rm independent terms in the matrix 

A are nonzero and our matrix has mostly bands structure with bands 

concentrated around a diagonal. To reproduce the solution of (3.20) and 

(3.21) all eigenvalues of A must be real and negative. In all cases, we 

have calculated, that was in fact the situation. We will call these 

speci al ei genval ues (for Rm=O) free decayi ng modes. 

If we increase Rm from zero to some positive number eigenvalues 

of A will start to change. Initially they are still real and negative 

,but for sufficiently large Rm one, and then more complex eigenvalues 

will appear with still negative real part. The complex eigenvalue 

corresponds to so called oscillatory mode. If the real part is negative 

the field still falls exponentially to zero but is oscillating as well. 

If Rm hits Rmc where Rmc is the critical dynamo number as 

defined in chapter 3.2, one eigenvalue achieves the point where its 

real part equal zero. That corresponds to an oscillatory mode with 

constant amplitude. In principle there is possible to obtain a steady 
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Fig. 5. Ilustrative matrix A. 

Matrix A for special (ilustrative) case N=5 and M=3. All 
nonzero elements are denoted by cross. First NxM=15 rows corresponds to 
equation (4.26). last NxM rows corresponds to equation (4.25). Terms on 
a diagonal and immadiately above and below a diagonal. as well as, 
terms shifted by m=3 places above and below a diagonal corresponds to 
operator [ - -----J. Terms shifted by NxM=15 places above a diagonal 
in first NxM rows corresponds to terms proportional to "b" in equation 
(4.26). Terms far below a diagonal in last NxM rows correspond to terms 
proportional to field "a" in equation (4.25). Three nonzero blocks in 
NxM-2,NxM-l,NxM,2xNxM-2.2xNxM-l and 2xNxM rows corresponds to boundry 
conditions on the interface between the interior and the exterior of 
the sphere. 
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state, which means that an imaginary part of critical eigenvalue is 

zero, but in all our calculations we have not found such a case. This 

is not particularly surprising, and we will discuss this issue in 

chapter 6. 

If we increase Rm further our oscillatory mode becomes a 

growing oscillatory mode (Re(n»O), others modes will grow as well 

until one of them becomes oscillatory mode with Re(A)=O which will 

define Rmc2 • The process can be continued. We will always try to find 

Rmc together with corresponding eigenvalue and eigenvector. 

In order to be able to use this approach, a method for finding 

all eigenvalues of a given matrix A has to be found. A problem we 

encounter is that the matrix A is very large and nonsymmetric. For an 

illustrative matrix on fig.4.2 the size is only 30 2 but for real 

calculations matrices as large as 2002 will be used. These are really 

large matrices, yet still too small for some physical applications. The 

numerical code we have constructed has been running on a relativelly 

small and slow computer (Interdata 8/32) • We have been able to 

determine that the practical limit for the size of the matrix, on this 

particular computer was just above 2002 • The large size of the matrix 

suggests that the only practical method of finding all eigenvalues is 

by an iterative technique. We shall say that the square matrices A and 

B are similar if there is a nonsingular matrix P such that B=P-1AP • It 

can be proven state, which means p-l( )P we shall call a similarity 

transformation, and eigenvalues are invariants of such transformations. 

This suggests the possibility of trying to compute the eigenvalues of 

the matrix A by applying a sequence of similarity transformations which 

---------------------- ----- --_._--_.---
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reduce it to some simple form from which the eigenvalues may be read 

off. That is the whole idea of the iterative technique which we will to 

apply. In practice, general similarity transformations have one 

drawback. Although the transforming matrix P must be nonsingu1ar, it 

may be ill conditioned with respect to inversion, thus making it 

difficult to form p-1AP• One cure that suggests itself immediately is 

to restrict the transformations to some class of matrices that is 

automatically well conditioned. A very natural class of such 

transformations is the class of unitary transformations for which by 

definition U-1=UT so U-1AU = UTAU may be easily computed. Here UT 

denotes the transpose of given matrix U. 

The iterative technique that we are going to use is called QR 

algorithm. It will reduce a matrix to triangular or quasi-triangular 

form by unitary similarity transformation. When it is used in 

connection with a preliminary reduction to Hessenberg form, the 

al gorithm has proven to be one of most effect he methods for fi ndi ng 

all the eigenvalues of a matrix. We have developed, tested and applied 

the numerical a code based on the QR algorithm. Basic QR algorithm is 

discussed in many numerical analysis texts. See for example Wilkinson 

1965 or Steward 1973. 

Method of Computing The Eigenvector and The Magnetic Field 

Our prime goal, as already mentioned, is to find the critical 

dynamo number for a given model. The eigenvalue corresponding to the 

critical oscillatory mode is obtained in the process. Theoretically it 

is a pure imaginary number but because we are dealing with numerics it 
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is in practice a complex number with an adequately small real part. We 

now want to compute the corresponding eigenvector which represents the 

magnetic field. Eigenvectors may be found by calculating the 

corresponding eigenvectors of the final ~atrices resulting from the QR 

algorithm and transforming them back. We found this impractical and 

instead we developed a method of finding an eigenvector from the 

orginal matrix A • Assume that the eigenvalue has the form Jl.':()ti W 

where IT is a real part and ~ is an imaginary part. Also assume that 

the eigenvector has the form ~=xR+ixI' where xR is the real part of the 

vector and xI is an imaginary part. Because A is a real matrix equation 

(4.51) can be separated into real and imaginary parts as follow: 

A ~ I .: W Xl: + W X R (~.53) 

Using (4.5~ to eliminate xR we can calculate xI from (4.5~ The matrix 

equation for xI is : 

This is a set of 2xNxM linear, homogeneus equations with 2xNxM 

unknowns. The nontrivial solution can exist if det{A:c1uA .... (d+w1.)I ) =0. 

But this condition is satisfied because (4.54) results from (4.51) 

which is by a definition an eigenvalue problem. To find vector xI we 

solved system (4.54) using a modified Gaussian elimination method. We 

had to modify slightly the orginal Gaussian elimination method to 

accommodate the fact that system (4.54) is homogeneous. Vector xI then 
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can be calculated and is known up too a complex constant (two real 

constants) • Once XI is known we can calculate xR from equation (4.53) 

Computation of xR from XI is straightforward, xR is also known 

up to this same complex constant. The entire complex eigenvector is 

hence known up to a multiplicative complex constant which is an obvious 

result and can be deduced directly from {4.51}. The first NxM terms in 

an eigenvector X correspond to the potential of the poloidal field _"a" 

and the last NxM terms correspond to the toroidal field. According to 

assumption made in chapter 3 about normal modes, magnetic field is the 

following function of time and space 

(Lf 56) 

This dependence is valid for both poloidal and toroidal fields as well 

as for the potential "a". Let us concentrate on this potential field 

"a" , it can be written as 

(4.5=7 ) 
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where aR is a vector constructed from the first NxM terms of an 

ei gen'vector xR and aI is a vector constructed from the fi rst NxM terms 

of a vector XI. Pl ease remember that aR + i a liS known up to a 

multiplicative complex constant. If we multiply aR+iaI by some complex 

number the result on l!{t,r,9} will be multiplication by real number 

{modulus or a complex multiplier} and change of phase 1n time 

dependence. Because we are interested only in the real part of a{tt~e) 

----------------_._._- -_ .. _-
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we can drop the imaginary part and write: 

(If.58 ) 

Repeating this same procedure for the toroidal field "b" we get 

where DR and 61 are fonned from last NxM parts of vectors xR and xI" 

--------------- ------ ---- ---- ------



CHAPTER 5 

CHECKING THE FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD 

In chapter 4., we developed the finite differences method for 

finding the critical dynamo number, the corresponding eigenvalue and 

the eigenvector; thus the oscillating mode of the magnetic field. 

Before we start to use this method for a disc application we should 

somehow find a way to test it. The method cannot be checked by any 

analytical calculation, it also cannot be compared to other finite 

difference calculations because there are none with respect to this 

particular problem. On the other hand there are plenty of calculations 

relevant to spherical dynamos which use orthogonal functions expansion 

methods. We decided that the only reasonable way to check our method is 

to try to repeat some results obtai ned by the orthogonal functions 

expansion methods. Such results are well establ i shed, many times 

checked by various autors and varying approaches and thus solid. It 

will give us some confidence if we will be able to repeat them using 

our method. 

We have selected calculations by Roberts 1972 to be used in our 

comparison. In his paper Roberts examined several spherical dynamo 

models using orthogonal functions expansion methods. Chapter 4. in his 

paper is relevant to our work because it deals with c[<.J -dynamos. In 
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that chapter he calculated critical dynamo numbers for three different 

models of OI.W -dynamos. Our aim is to see if usi ng our method we are 

able to get these same critical dynamo numbers. The first model to be 

considered is defined by 

(6.1 ) 

lb. 1 ) 

This corresponds exactly to model 1 in Roberts paper and was first 

proposed by 5teenbeck and Krause 1966. The particular dependence of v 

and ~ on r and a is rather arbitrary but chosen to be convenient for 

use with an orthogonal functions expansion. In our method any 

dependence is equally convenient. Table 1. summarizes the calculations. 

Table 1. proves that using our finite differences method we are 

able to repeat results obtained by using orthogonal functions expansion 

methods, at least for the model defined by (5.1) and (5.2). Roberts in 

hi s paper exami ned two other spheri ca 1 otw -dynamo model s wi th more 

complicated 01. and v dependance on rand e . We performed similar 

calculations, the spirit of these is summarized in table 1., to see if 

we also can repeat Roberts results for these other models. The results 

are satisfactory, we are getting good convergence toward Roberts 

values. The values for 10x12 grid points are a little farther from 

converged Roberts values than those in table 1. but the two models are 

more complicated functions of position and apparently 10x12 grid points 

are not quite enough to obtain converged values. 

50 far we have been taking magnetic diffusivity"2 to be 

---------------_. __ .. _ .. - ... _._ ........ . 
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TABLE 1 

Critical Dynamo Numbers for Spherical Model 

Critical dynamo numbers calculated for model defined by' 
equat ions (5.1) and (5.2). The entri es in brackets are imagi nary parts 
of critical eigenvalues (real pa,rts are zeros) • The last column 
represents results from paper by Roberts and are for N=20 and number of 
hannonics= 8 • They are already converged values. The other columns 
represents our calculations for increasing number of grid points. We 
started from 50 grid points and continued up to 120 grid points where 
we approached a practical limit of our computer ability. The 
convergence of results is easy to see, when we are increasing the 
number of grid points the critical dynamo numbers appearently converge 
to values calculated by Roberts. Thus we can claim that using our 
method we are able to repeat Roberts results. Please note that the 
convergence is not uniform for all symmetries. It is more rapid for 
dipole(-) and slow for dipole(+). In the orthogonal functions expansion 
method convergence is more unifonne. 

Symmetry Sign of N=10 I N=lO N=10 N=10 N=10 Roberts 
eX. (,.) I 

M=5 M=6 M=7 I M=10 M=12 

dipole + 68 72 75 80 82 87 

(41) (47) (52) (59) (62) (68) 
----

dipole - 76 75 75 75 74 74 

(55) (54) (54) (54) (54) (54) 

quadrupole + 64 66 68 72 73 76 

(41) (44) (46) (51) (52) (55) 

quadrupole - 92 90 89 87 86 85 

(66) (67) (68) (68) (68) (67) 

---------------------- ---- ---------
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constant throughout the entire sphere, we developed the finite 

difference method specifically to deal with situations when ~ is 

changing with position as an approach to solving the disc dynamo 

problem. We would like also to find a way to test how this concept 

works. Once again we are going to use Roberts work for comparison. His 

calculations were made on the unit sphere (R=l) • All the result can be 

scaled for different R and we are going to show how. On the other hand 

we can use our finite difference method on the unit sphere and 

manipulate the magnetic diffusivity ~ to approximate the model with 

smaller than unit radius. This idea will allow us to make some 

compa ri sons a nd thus test the concept of usi ng "2 to accommodate 

different shapes of conducting bodies. Of course in this comparison we 

are goi ng to use only spherical bodi es. Another way woul d be to test 

against an oblate spheroid calculations, but for checking our concept 

spherical bodies are sufficient. 

Checking The Variable Magnetic Diffusivity Concept 

Let's first show how the results from Roberts paper can be 

scaled if we change the domain from r&(O,l) to re(O,rO). Consider 
,. 

equations (3.21) and (3.22) with operator G=O (non-variable magnetic 

diffusivity) • We are looking for critical oscillatory solutions. Let 

say that such a solution exists for critical qynamo number Rmc and the 

corresponding critical eigenvalue is ..n..1~ if the domain is r~(O,l). 

Now consider this same system of equations but on a different domain r 

~(O.ro). Let the critical oscillatory solution for this second system be 
l."'.) ('\ c,.,..) ("'.) ,,(,...) 

denoted by Rmc and -lLr.. We now want to fi nd how Rmc and ..1LC can be 
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expressed in tenns of R~'~ and Jl~') In the second system let change urn 

variable to1=r/rO so that the system looks like 

~~I --=-",..--] G\. -t R~) d b 31. !>w.~e 

= m ;;'0'1 [ \l't'l. - ---'---] b -+ R ('I"o) ~ 0.. 
t.. .l ll~m'~ I'I'f\ ~ 

(5.3) 

where the domain of a variable 1 is (0,1), '\7; is Laplace operator in 

'5 variable and V'Sl ~ '\72 in form, where ~'l. is Laplace operator in 
,. ,. 

r variable. Operator Fj=F in fonn because of special fonn of F (3.18) 

a nd the relevant form of v (for example v can be defi ned by equat ion 

5.1). If we multiply (5.3) and (5.4) by rO and change the name of 

vari ab 1 e from back to r we goi ng to get exactly the fi rst system. 

The free parameter will be r5R~~instead of Rm and an eigenvalue will be 

r~..n.'lI'o) instead of -n. .But we already know that for critical 

oscillatory solution the value of the free parameter is Rmc and the 

.11.9) • value of an eigenvalue is ~ Direct comparison gives us 

_ R C.I) 
rr D 20 ro'\. c. 

(5.5 ) 

(S.6) 

This is the scaling formula we have been looking for. It pennits us to 

find critical solution on the sphere with radius r=rO from knowledge of 

the solution on the unit sphere without any numerical calculations. 

Now let us go back to our finite differences method. Consider 

the following model: the sphere of radius R=l is surrounded by an 

insulating medium with '2 = (JJ • Inside the sphere, in the region r~(O, 

rO-A) the magnetic diffusivity'L =1 and in the region re(rO+!.\,l) the 
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magnetic diffusivity1. »1. There is a smooth transition region r~(rO-c1 

,rO+{)). Figure 6. illustrates this concept. 

Fig. 6. Spherical model with variable magnetic diffusivity. 

The sphere of radius R=1 is surrounded by vacuum. The inside 
sphere up to the radius rO has magnetic diffusivity '2 =1, the outside 
region rf(ro ,1) has magnetic diffusivity much larger then unity. 
Broken lines denote thin transition region 

We are able to solve this model, using our finite difference 

method, on the unit sphere with ~ be a function of position as 

described above. The hope is that if rt}, in the outside region r6(rO+A 

,1) is sufficiently large compare to unity the solution is a good 

approximation of the model with sphere of radius rO surrounded by 

vaccum. This last model can be by itself solved using finite difference 

method on the sphere of radius rO or can be scaled from Roberts 

solutions using (5.5) and (5.6). 

We choose dipole(+) symmetry for detailed calculations. There 
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is no point to repeat calculations for other symmetries since 

sat i sfactory result for one symmetry guarantees equally sati sfactory 

results for all other symmetries. In this particular comparison test 

nothing depends on a symmetry. We also choose the dynamo model defined 

by (5.1) ,(5.2) and performed all calculations on the grid with N=10 and 

M=5. As can be seen from table 1. such a grid does not have enough 

points for the solution to agree with Roberts' values, nevertheless we 

are going to use it to save on computer time. Please note that this 

saving procedure does not have any effect on the result of our 

comparison, we will compare nonconverged values, instead of converged 

values but the test will be valid. We have to modify slightly our 

scaling procedure, instead of scaling from Roberts values (last column 

at table 1.) which are mostly identical with our converged values 

(column N=10, M=12 at table 1.) we will scale from our solution for 

N=10, M=5 (first column at table 1.) • In the transitional region r~ 

(rO- D. ,rO+ 0. ) the function '2 with smooth connection to inside and 

outside regions is used (function and its derivative are continues at 

r=rO- 0. and r=rO+ I::J.). The results of' calculations are given at table 

2 • 

The results from table 2. show us that our concept works well. 

We are able to use the variable magnetic diffusivity model to 

approximate the solution of a model with a different body shape. (Of 

course in this particular case the shape of the body was the same -

sphere, but the size of the sphere varied.) This test was crucial, 

because in the next chapter we will try to approximate the solution of 

the disc model using this same procedure. We will claim that such an 



TABLE 2 

Critical Dynamo Numbers for Spherrical Model with 
Variable Magnetic Diffusivity 

Critical dynamo numbers calculated using three different 
methods. In the second column Rmc are calculated using scaling formulas 
(5.5) , (5.6) from solution on unit sphere. The third column is 
calculated using finite differences method on the sphere with radius 
rOo The fourth column is calculated using finite differences method on 
the sphere with unit radius and with magnetic diffusivity •• be a 
"step" function of r. For rG(O,ro-A) '2 is one, for r~(ro+A ,1) 
7 =200. The entries in brackets are oscillatory frequencies (imaginary 

parts of critical eigenvalues). The chosen values of rO look uneven, 
but they are dictated by numerics. We choose ro to coincide with a grid 
point. The depth of the transition region 2A is for this model 2 A r. 
All calculations have been performed on the grid with N=10 and M=5 for 
dipole(+) symmetry and dynamo model defined by (5.1) and (5.2). 

Rrmc sea I ed RlTY\c from finite RrtI\c from un It 

rc from the unit differences calc. sphere with '2 

sphere sol. on sphere with R=~ jump at ro 

1 • 68(41) 68(41) -
0.90909 82.3(49.6) 82(49.5) 82(50) 

0.81818 101 .58 (61 .2) 100(60.2) 99(60) 

0.72727 128.56(77.5) 127<76.7) 125(76) 

0.63636 167 • 92 ( 1 0 1 • 2 ) 165(99.5) 163(99) 

0.54545 228.56 ( 137.6) 223( 134.4) 222( 135) 

---------------------- -- -------_. __ . 
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approximation is legitimate on the basis of the comparison tests 

performed in this chapter. We also convinced ourselves that particular 

form of Ifl dependence in the transition region is not important as 

long as the region is relatively thin. Also the depth of the transition 

region is not important under this same assumption. The table 3. shows 

how the results converge when we increase the jump in trz • 

TABLE 3 

The Convergence of Critical Dynamo Numbers 

Critical dynamo numbers calculated using finite differences 
method on the sphere with unit radius. Magnetic diffusivity ~ has a 
jump at rOo In the first column the value of the jump is shown. Next 
five columns show critical dynamo numbers for models with different 
locations of ro and for different values of the jump. The entries in 
brackets are oscillation frequencies. The rapid convergence of 
solutions is evident when the jump in magnetic diffusivity is 
increased. The model is dipole(+) defined by (5.1) and (5.2) and the 
numerical grid with N=10, M=5 was used. 

~ r =0.54545 r =0.63636 r =0.72727 r =0.81818 r =90909 

10 209(124) 154(92) 118(71) 95(60) 81(48) 

50 221( 134) 162( 98) 124(75) 98(59) 81 (49) 

100 222( 135) 163(99) 125(75) 99(60) 82(50) 

200 222(135) 163( 990 125(76) 99(60) 82(50) 

The convergence is ra pi d, in pra ct ice the jump of 20 is adequate. 

Throughout this entire chapter we referred to Rmc and -f.l as 

"solutions" of particular dynamo model. In fact the magnetic field is· 

the true sol ut10n and critical dynamo number Rmc and ...Qc - eigenva1 ue 
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are only parameters of the solution. We have calculated the solution 

(poloidal and toroidal magnetic fields) for models represented at table 

1. In fact solutions corresponding to converged critical dynamo 

numbers were printed out and compared with similar presentation in 

Roberts paper. The evolution of the magnetic field oscillations are in 

good agreement if we correct them for the proper phase. Solutions of 

the model with Cil, jumping at rO have been printed out against 

solutions with uniform ~ • Good agreement was also achieved. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DYNAMO ACTION IN DISCS 

We are now in position to apply our method described in chapter 

4. to a disc model. Calculations described in chapter 5. provided us 

with some experience with regard to our method. Important questions 

about convergence, computer limitations and comparability have been 

answered in chapter 5. We will assume in the present chapter that all 

results regarding these important features of our model are still valid 

after chang; ng the geomet ry from spherical to di sc geometry. 

In the introduction we mentioned that we want our model to be 

general enough to accomodate all disc-like astrophysical bodies. It can 

be easily deduced from chapters 3. and 4. that it is in fact the case. 

Here we will concentrate on a computational model for an accretion 

disc. No specific example of an accretion disc model will be used since 

for our magnetohydrodynamic dynamo theory only the shape of the disc 

and the large scale velocity field are needed. These will be assumed on 

the basis of general knowledge of accretion disc theory. 

The first thing we have to decide on is the shape of a disc. 

There is basically a choice between a thin and a thick disc. In many 
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astrophysical cases the disc flow is confined so closely to the orbital 

pl ane that to a fi rst approxi mation one can regard the di sc as a two 

dimensional gas flow. This is a thin disc approximation which has 

proved very successful. If the thin disc approximation holds, the task 

of computing the detailed disc structure is simplified because both the 

pressure and temperature gradients are essentially vertical, so the 

vertical and radial structures are largely decoupled. The theory of 

thin discs is extensive and a lot of details have been calculated. We 

just want to quote one important result, namely that if the thin disc 

conditions holds, the circular matter velocity V (which play the role 

of a large scale velocity field in dynamo theory) will be very close to 

the Keplerian value, where the Keplerian value is defined by 

(6.1 ) 

Thick disc theory, on the other hand, is still under 

development. The current interest in thick disc theory is due to the 

possibil ity that thi ck di scs may be relevant to the understandi ng of 

the central power sources in radio galaxies, quasars, and the formation 

of stars and planetary systems. There are other theoretical reasons for 

pursuing the thick disc model. In the theory of thin discs, radial 

pressure gradients are neglected. This conditions may be violated in 

the innermost regions of accretion discs around black holes and neutron 

stars (Shapiro, Lightman, and Eardley 1976). The study of thick discs 

provide a better understanding of this innermost regions which are also 

the most important part of a disc. There is no universally accepted 

model of a thick accretion discs, thus shape and the velocity field can 

-------------------------------
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be as well assumed for our purpose. In this chapter we will assume a 

shape of a disc more relevant to thick accretion discs, than to thin 

ones. The one reason is that (because of our computer limitation) our 

model is more suitable for a thick disc. We are always solving the 

dynamo problem on the enti re sphere, and the disc is a part of the 

sphere. If the number of points is fixed inside the sphere the thick 

disc contains more points then a thin disc. In order to be able to have 

this same number of grid points inside the thin disc we have to 

increase the size of the entire numerical grid, thus increasing the 

computing time as well as memory requirement. The second reason is that 

dynamo action in a thin disc can be approached (with limitations) 

analytically. There are restrictions, but some results can be obtained 

without numerical calculations. Pudritz 1981 used thin disc 

approximation to find steady-state solutions for a dynamo action. The 

limitation of his approach prevented him from finding any time 

dependent solutions, but he claims that for a thin disc the preferred 

mode of operati on of the olW dynamo ought to be the steady state. Hi s 

claim is based on the expectat i on that mi gratory dynamo waves wi 11 

travel in the z direction but they will be "blocked" by the vertical 

density stratification and the free surfaces at z= zo' on the other 

hand, in thick disc the steady state solution is unlikely and we rather 

expect an oscillatory mode to exist. We have to decide on the fonm of 

large scale velocity field inside the thick disc. We will discuss the 

particular fonm later, for now let us only note that we have decided to 

assume that velocity field will be mostly Keplerian. 
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Idealized Model For An Accretion Disc 

We believe that taking a specific elaborate model of an 

accretion disc for our purposes is pointless at the present stage. Disc 

theories are complicated, based on questionable assumptions, and have a 

lot of problems on their own. What we would like to do here is to 

construct a simple model of a disc with some very basic features in 

order to develop an approach to the problem. Such a disc will not 

correspond directly to any specific astrophysical case but rather will 

display essential properties. 

The first thing that we have to set is the shape of our disc. 

When we are talking about the shape we mean the vertical intersection 

or dependence of the thickness on the radius. In a thin accretion disc 

this problem is not important because the flow is by approximation two 

dimensional. In a thick disc, on the other hand, the shape is an 

important property of the physics i nvol ved. Most (but not all) models 

predict that the thickness of a disc increases with radius. That means 

that disc is thicker in the outer region then in the inner region. Once 

again the specific shape can depend on the particular model but we can 

assume the shape to be something similar to one represented on fig.3. 

in chapter 3. and our approximati on wi 11 be correct at least in 

essence. In actual calculations the slope of the surface of the disc as 

represented on fi g. 3. is set to be 0.25 but thi s number is arbitrary 

and of course can be changed. The second important feature we have to 

assume is a large scale velocity field inside the thick disc. This 

issue is much more complicated then the shape issue. As we already 

mentioned thin discs have velocity fields very close to the Keplerian 
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value; but in thick discs because of gas pressure, this may be not a 

correct assumption. In order to keep our model as simple as possible we 

are going to assume here that the velocity field is Keplerian on the 

equator and is vertically constant. We will also assume rigid rotation 

in the innermost parts of the disc to avoid velocity singularity on the 

axi s of rotat i on. The connection between the innermost part and the 

Keplerian part will be provided by a polynomial to assure continuity of 

the velocity field and the first radial derivative of this field. The 

large scale velocity field in our idealized disc will be given by: 

1 
w~ ~ 

V(~) -= - a.*S'2.40 b-ltg + (71< 

l A* tl2 
t~ ~c (~llg1) 

fOr g~ l ~z Ii) 

(6.2 ) 

where~=rsinGis a distance from the axis of rotation to a given point. 

Two parameters g. and jl describe the connection part of the di sc. 

The innermost parts of the disc are described by the first part of the 

equation (6.2). The term c..')~~ corresponds to a rigid rotation. Outer 

parts of the disc are described by the last part of equation (6.2) 

which corresponds to Keplerian velocity field. The connection zone 
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S~( g,;) ~1) is described by polynomial where 1.)11 ,a v ,b* ,c~ and Af. 

are constant chosen to provide a continuity of velocity field v and 

continuity of )~J~. From these conditions we can find that 

LV = g~~h. t I.:d g1.. - ~ 1 (6·3 ) 
,) 



3. 
-s,z. 

t).. .:: 3" 0.* = (). A:t. (6.'1) 
J \- (SII~z.F- ) 

- '3/2. - 3. -tJ b*: b A* (G.5) b - g2 l ,- tg, IS~)l - .) 

-~ -\1 z. ( g.,/S2.)1. 
C~=clf' (6. b) 

C .:. 
~ ~'2. l- (gtlS1.)2. ,) 

Alt .:: 
- t.t g~O\)(t b SfWlAY- t C 

( 6."1) 

b (6.8) gfY'rl" ~ :: .;to.. 

The parameter 9. should be small in comparison with radius of 

the di sc. Al so, the parameter gl.> S. should be quite close to .11 

because we want a connection zone to be narrow. In our actual 

calculation we chose ~l =0.2 and S2,=0.3. That means that 70% of the 

radial extension of our disc is described as Keplerian, 20% as rigid 

rotation and 10% as connection zone. One can argue that widths of the 

connection zone and the innermost part are excessive but we have to 

remember that because of computer limitations we were able to use only 

10 grid points in radial direction so we have to use considerable width 

for these regi ons to capture the behavi our of the ve 1 ocity fi e 1 d as a 

function of ~ • Also note that we assumed rigid rotation in the 

innermost region of our disc. This lack of differential rotation in 

this region means that equation (4.24) is without a source in the 

innermost part of the disc. Dynamo action cannot be mai ntal ned there, 

which does not mean that magnetic field does not penetrate this region. 

The final shape of the dynamo magnetic field is a global rather than a 
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local property of the velocity field (and other functions). Yet, it is 

true that the strength of a magnetic field in this region should be 

lower in comparison with the regions having large differential 

rotation. In fact we have run a series of calculations increasing the 

width of the rigid rotation region of the disc and leaving everything 

else fixed. The resulting magnetic field occupied progressively more 

outer regions of a disc as expected. 

The third ingredient of a disc model that we have to discuss is 

the functional fonn of 0{ described in chapter 2.4. This is the 

function which provides a source in equation (4.25). It is responsible 

for regeneration of the poloidal field from the toroidal field. We 

don't have any specific clue as to how the 0/ function should look 

like. About the only sure fact is that it must be a pseudoscalar. We 

can make function 0( be a pseudoscalar if we make it proportional to 

z= rcos t:1 (z is a di stance from an equator to a gi ven poi nt). We wi 11 

assume that cJ. is proportional to -0. =v/ g - (here .Jl is an angular 

velocity and should not be mistaken for-o" -eigenvalue elsewere in 

this paper). The form of the function eI. that we will use, is 

d. ( g.4) = ~o ~K t -0. ~ g + b"" + f) 
A"Ir. -317. 
cu· ~ 

to"!" g ~(o,s.) 

t01" g t (~IISt) 

fo'v- g € (~z 1\) 

(6.~ ) 

where ~ =rsin (:J , z=rcos e , a~, b"" • c-=M, WJto and Aft are defined by 

(6.3) - (6.8); Zo 1s a constant: scale of a thickness of the disc. In 
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actual calculations zo was the half thickness of the disc on the axis of 

rotation. 

Finally, we have to specify the magnetic diffusivity ~ • We 

are going to apply the variable magnetic diffusivity concept described 

in chapter 3. Inside the disc the magnetic diffusivity "l =1. Outside 

the disc, but inside the unit sphere, the magnetic diffusivity ~ »1 • 

In actual calculations we put in this region "? =20 • Outside the unit 

sphere is a vacuum with '? = 00 .• Because of numerical as well as 

physical reasons we al so introduced the transitional region between 

disc ( "2 =1) and the "outside" ( "l =20). The reason for that is to 

avoid a discontinuity of any function at any point inside the unit 

sphere. Please note that there is a discontinuity in nz between disc 

and a vacuum (see fig.3.) but it is not occurring inside the sphere. 

The lack of transition zone between the disc and vacuum may be seen as 

an inconsistency but please remember that this boundary is located at 

the outermost part of the di sc where we do not expect strong dynamo 

action anyway. This discontinuity is a "built 1n " feature of our 

approach and practically cannot be changed. Taking into account a 

transitional region the function '2' (r, e ) inside the unit sphere 

looks like 

~(f1",9) = Ad'!. + Bd.'Z.+Col +b it d.~(~J-.s) 

i.f cl L..-5 
, 

( 6.10) 
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where 5 is half thickness of the transition zone (in actual calculations 

we put 5=0.1 ), dis a di stance between a gi venpoi nt and a surface of 

the disc. Negative d means that the point is inside the disc and 

positive d means that the point is outside the disc. AMPL is a value of 

the magnetic diffusivity outside the disc ( ~ =20) and A,B,e,O are 

constants to assure the continuity and smoothness of the function ~ • 

A 
- a (AMPL -II) ( 6.11) 

t2!»> 

B - 0 (6.1:2) 

c - _ 3,AS'l (6.13) 

D = 1-:lASs (b.I~) 

Now our idealized accretion disc is fully described and we can 

run calculations to obtain critical dynamo numbers and magnetic field 

structures. Because there are so many free parameters involved in this 

model we decided to keep them fixed since our present purpose is 

primarlly to show how the method works and to demonstrate what kind of 

dynamo action we can expect to work inside the accretion disc. The next 

chapter will summarize our calculations. 

Critical Dynamo Numbers For An Idealized Disc Model 

Using the technique described in chapter 4. we are now able to 

calculate critical dynamo numbers, as well as, eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors associated with these dynamo numbers for a model described 
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in this chapter. We.have to stress at the beginning that the solutions 

we have found fall into the category of oscillatory solutions. We have 

not found any steady-state solutions. Parker in his slab model, as well 

as Stix in an oblate spheroid model, found that steady-state solutions 

exist and ay'e dominant ( see chapter 3). But these models have very 

flattened geometry as opposed to our model which corresponds to the 

thick disc. Stix, as a matter of fact, found that if ob1atness of the 

disc is not sufficient oscillatory modes are dominant. For spherical 

oI.,\.,) -dynamos osci 11 atory modes are a1 so domi nant (Roberts 1972). 

Roberts 1972b studi ed a numbers of &pheri ca 1 o(,W -dynamos with and 

without meridional circulation (our model is without the meridional 

circulation). When meridional circulation was zero the preferred mode 

was oscillatory but introduction of a small amount of meridional 

circulation yield a steady-state preferred mode. The importance of 

meridional circulation in determining whether the preferred mode of 

magnetic excitation has a steady or an oscillatory character was first 

recognized by Braginskii 1965b. In accretion discs some small po10ida1 

motion probably must exist (see Appendix 1), so further investigation 

may show that steady-state solutions may exist in discs. 

For oscillatory solutions the critical dynamo number defines 

that value of the dynamo number for which one eigenvalue is purely 

imaginary. Because real part of such an eigenvalue is zero there is no 

secular grow of the solution's amplitude (magnetic field strength); 

there is also no secular decay. Instead we have a solution which is 

oscillating with angular frequency l.:J equal an imaginary part of an 

eigenvalue. There is more than one critical dynamo number for a given 
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model. The lowest critical dynamo number is often the most important 

physically, because it is the one which is the easest to excite. 

Because finding the critical dynamo numbers is a time consuming 

procedure most authors restrict themselves to finding only the lowest 

critical dynamo number or the several lowest. We believe that it is 

worthwhile to look for more than only the lowest critical dynamo 

number, this is why we found first three critical dynamo numbers for 

each symmetry of our model. Because there are 4 distinctive situations 

(2 symmetries and 2 possibilities of sign of «~i ) we had to find 12 

different critical dynamo numbers in order to explore the behaviour of 

our model. As already mentioned in chapter 4, we have been restricted 

by our computer to a size of a matrix A around 2002 • ~e were able to 

carry out calculations with a size of 2402• This is a maximum size of A 

for which we found our critical dynamo numbers. Because there are not 

any independent calculations for the specific geometry of interest 

here, there is no way to compare obtained critical dYnamo numbers to 

anything alse. Instead we also found critical dynamo numbers for two 

smaller sizes of matrix A to see whether we can claim a convergence of 

critical dynamo numbers with increasing size of A. Results of our 

calculations are summarized at table 4. 

To make a few comments on the results presented in table 4. 

call 70 grid points size 1, 100 grid points size 2, and 120 grid points 

size 3. let us also agree that the four distinctive situations 

presented in table 4. will be called 0+, 0- ,Q+ and Q- respectivelly. 

The lowest critical dynamo numbers seem to converge for all 

four situations. From size 1 to size 3 values of the lowest critical 
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TABLE 4 

Critical Dynamo Numbers for The Disc Model 

Critical dynamo numbers calculated for model described in 
chapter 6. There are two symmetries dipole and quadrupole and two 
possible signs of 0(14)1 • There are together 9 columns of critical 
dynamo numbers We started from 70 grid points and first three columns 
represent first, second, and third critical dynamo numbers for this 
particular size of our grid. Next three columns represent first, 
second, and third critical dynamo numbers for a grid size equal to 100 
points. Last three columns represent these same three critical dynamo 
numbers for grid size equal to 120. The entries in brackets are the 
imaginary parts of critical eigenvalues. Please note that the lowest 
critical dynamo numbers display quite good convergence, also note that 
the lowest of them all is a critical dynamo number for D+. 

N=10 M=7 N=10 M=10 N=10 M=12 

Symmetry 
rlw' 

1 2 3 1 
I 

2 j 3 1 2 i 3 

dipole + 116 226 245 126 I 180 1 231 133 190 275 

(247) (393) (193) (257 )!( 167):( 422) (277) (265) (454) 

di pole - 157 229 301 177.51 286 311 194 292 329 

(407) (194 ) (611 ) (516)(659) (411) (606) (687) (538 ) 

quadrupole + 133 164 235 151 194 249 162 212 293 

(262) ( 81) (369) (316 ) (155) (480) (372) (295) (316 ) 

quadrupole - 136 232 290 155 289 299 170 ~91.5 323 

(329) (211 ) (652' (403) (654) (395) (463) (674) (908) 
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dynamo numbers increase slightly but remain very close to each other. 

This same can be said about the associated angular frequencies (the 

entries in brackets) specially for 0+. Higher critical dynamo numbers 

do not follow this nice behaviour exibited by lowest ones. Taking into 

consideration values of critical dynamo numbers as well as associated 

angular frequencies we will disscuss them case by case. For D+ second 

critical dynamo number for size 1 becomes third for size 2 and remains 

third for size 3. We also think that third critical dynamo number for 

size 1 becomes second for size 2 and remains second for size 3. This 

same can be said about D-, but the situation here is more complicated 

and we are less sure about val i dity of our concl usi ons. For Q+, the 

second critical number remains second through all three sizes and the 

convergence is as good as for the lowest critical numbers. The third 

critical dynamo number for Q+ also converges nicely but the angular 

frequency of this mode first increases as we go from size 1 to size 2 

and then decreases as we progress to size 3. For Q- we believe that the 

third critical dynamo number for size 1 becomes second for sizes 2 and 

3. If this is correct, values of this dynamo number and the associated 

angular frequencies remain constant through all three sizes ( we 

already have achieved convergence). Also for Q- the second critical 

number becomes th;rd if we progress from size 1 to sizes 2 and 3. 

Convergence in the value of dynamo number is good but associated 

angular frequencies increase rapidly. There will be more discussion on 

critical dynamo numbers in the next chapter when we wHl discuss the 

actual magnetic fields associated with these dynamo numbers. Here we 

just want to say that in our opinion the convergence is actually quite 
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good if we consider the number of points on numerical grid and overall 

complication of the system. Based on this analysis we conclude that the 

numerical approach developed here constitutes a usable technique for 

realistic model calculations of accretion disc dynamos. 

Magnetic Field For An Idealized Disc Model 

Eigenvectors corresponding to critical ~namo numbers carryall 

the information necessery to construct a magnetic field for a given 

oscillatory mode. The first NxM terms in an eigenvector form vector 

potential field from which a poloidal magnetic field can be 

constructed. The last NxM terms in an eigenvector form directly 

toroidal magnetic field. Note that an eigenvector is a complex and time 

independent quantity. Chapter 4. describes how to translate this 

eigenvector into an oscillatory real magnetic field. In this chapter we 

will present and comment on all 12 magnetic cycles corresponding to 12 

critical dynamo numbers presented in chapter 6. We will restrict 

ourselves to present only poloidal magnetic fields for the presentation 

to be more compact. We are going to present the poloidal field by the 

usual means of lines of force. The line of force is an imaginary curve 

defined by a requirement that its tangent at any point is parallel to a 

magnetic field vector at this same point. In cartesian coordinates this 

definition translates into following differential equation 

( G.I5) 

If we make use of following equalities 
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Bx B/1" ~iro. e + Be Cill. e (6.16) 

By Brr cos. e - Be ~irn. e (6.11) 

cJ.x c\rr ~'lrtl e + rr co.se dG (6.18) 

0.'1 .= cln- co~ G - rr blm 9 de ( 6.1~) 

we can obtai n a d iff e re n t i a 1 equation defining 1 i nes of force in 

spherical coordinates 

d.'l" = de 
( 6.20) 

but Br and B •• are two components of the poloidal magnetic field and 

can be expressed in tenns of vector potential "a" 

I :) .) 
B".. = ~ 19 (u.:='lm6 ( 6.11) 

( 6.12) 

/ 

Substituting (6.21) and (6.22) into (6.20) and performing some 

algebraic manipulations we can obtain the equation which describes the 

1 i nes of forces 

( 6·13) 

Which basically means that if we take our eigenvector and multiply at 

each point by rsin a we are going to obtain a new scalar field in 

which all points of this same value will define a line of force of 

poloidal magnetic field. 

Each magnetic cycle will be presented in 8 different phases: 0, 



Tr /8, 2 1T /8, 3 IT /8, 4 '11 /8, 5 1T /8, 6·71 /8, and 77i /8 • As 

can be seen from equation (4.57) the field at phase tr + IQ is just a 

field at phase ~. multiply by -1. This corresponds to magnetic field 

having this same configuration but different sign. For each cycle the 

minimum and the maximum of rsin .a over the entire cycle is 

calculated. Ten different values of rsin a a spanning between the 

minimum and the maximum are set and drawn at each phase. This means 

that maximum of 10 sets of lines of forces are present at each phase. 

Because the values of constants in equation (6.23) are kept constant 

throughout a cycle the evolution of the magnetic field can be observed. 

Sometimes there are less then 10 lines on the picture because not all 

preset values of constants at (6.23) are present at that particular 

phase. Samet imes there are more then 10 1i nes on the picture because 

more then one topologically different line can correspond to one value 

of constant at (6.23). 

Figures 7. to 18. show magnetic cycles corresponding to 12 

critical dynamo numbers listed in table 4. There are some common 

features for all twelve cases. The most important feature is that the 

progression of pattern is vertical, perpendicular to the direction of 

Kep1erian motion. Figures 7. to 18. also show that progression for 

cases ~U)' >0 is occuring vertically toward the equator and progression 

for cases dLUI <0 is occuring vertically fram the equator and outward 

the disc. Consider more closely figures 7., 8. and 9. They correspond 

to the first three critical dynamo numbers for dipol (+). they look 

differently at first glance, but it is easy to see similarities, 

especially between 7. and 8. and between 8. and 9. We have to remember 
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that the phase for each cycle is arbitrary and can change from cycle to 

cycle. For example time t=7 rr 18 tV for fig 7. corresponds in our 

opinion to time t=,W 18~ for fig 8 •• The center of the magnetic 

field lines of force pattern for a cycle represented on fig 7. is 

located around radius 9,=0.33 (cylindrical radius). This same center 

for a cycle represented on fig 8. is located around radius ~ =0.5 and 

for a cycle represented on fig 9. around g =0.38. We have an 

explanation for this behaviour. The oscillatory state of Q(lA) dynamo 

is achieved when there is a balance between dissipation and both: the 

generation of toroidal field by differential rotation and the 

generation of poloidal field by ol - effect. In our disc both 01. and 

v decrease with ~ (except in the innennost regions of the disc). This 

is because we have Keplerian velocity field and because we assumed that 

~ - effect is proportional to the velocity field. It is probably safe 

to say that in any real accretion disc these two functions will also 

decrease with ~ • The dynamo number depends on amplitudes of ,CIl and 

v as well as on ampl itude of 1 and length scale L; Rm= ~* V \}10 ~-lt i 

The first critical dynamo number, in our case Rm=133, is 

achieved for some values of v· and cI..:l • The resulting magnetic cycle 

is centered around 9 =0.33 and this defines the region where the 

balance between dissipation (represented by ~tt) and regeneration 

(represented by V *" and d*~ is achieved. If we increase dynamo number 

(i ncreas i ng v ~ ol-- or both) the osci 11 atory state centered around thi s 

same radius cannot be maintained because the balance will be destroyed. 

But if we keep increasing v~and ol~ the necessary balance can be 

aga in ach i eved but in di fferent regi on of the di sc. For ou r di sc it 
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will be in the region located farther out of axis of rotation. Indeed, 

the second critical dynamo number Rm=190 has a corresponding cycle 

centered around ~ =0.5. The two cycles are two members of this same 

family because they are the result of this same balance between 

dissipation and regeneration mechanisms. As a matter of fact, if one 

calculates a local dynamo number for both cycles using local values of 

at. and v and the length scale of the magnetic field pattern, the two 

dynamo numbers are approximately equal. Local dynamo number is defined 

as rm=~l!)V\Jlg)~(S)1 where "2 (g), v(j) andd (~) are local values 

calculated at the radius correspondi ng to the center of the magnetic 

field lines of force pattern; 1 is a length scale of the magnetic field 

pattern. Local dynamo numbers calculated for cycles represented on 

figures 7. to 18. are given in table 5. If the accretion disc is long 

(thin) there will be many cycles corresponding to increasing dynamo 

numbers, centered around increasing radius, but belonging to this some 

family as described above. We expect this behaviour to be continuous 

with increasing dynamo number but because we are using the numerical 

grid of size •• 0.1 in radial direction only discrete cycles belonging 

to one family are obtained. This is unique feature of disc dynamo, not 

found previously for spherical dynamos and is due to the specific 

cha racter of velocHy fiel d in di scs. (vel oci ty decreasing rapi dly 

outward). There are other possible families of cycles corresponding to 

different balances between dissipation and regeneration mechanisms, the 

member of such a family having a local dynamo number diffrent from any 

member of diffrent family. We believe that cycle represented on fig 9. 

does not belong to this same family then cycles on figures 7. and 8. 
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TABLE 5 

Local Dynamo Numbers for The Disc Model 

Loca 1 dynamo numbers rm cal culated for cycles represented on 
figures 7. to 18. are given in the last column. Cylindrical radius j 
and z for the center of the magnetic field lines of force pattern are 
also given, as well as the length scale of the magnetic field pattern. 
The value of the length scale is an estimation measured from figures 
7.-18. so the value of the local dynamo number is also the estimation, 
not the calculated value. V and ~ are local values calculated at the 
center of the pattern. Local dynamo numbers should be of the order of 
unity, they are smaller in the table because ~ -function is not 
normalized to unity. Exceptionally small local dynamo numbers like 
these for 0+3 and Q+3 indicate that these cycles are not members of 
their families. Small qynamo numbers result from the attempt to measure 
the structure similar to the one present in other members of the 
family. 

C'jtle g z 1 v c( I rlW\ 

0+1 0.33 0.18 0.94 0.93 ! 0.48 10.63 

0+2 0.50 0.27 1.17 0.75 0.39 0.63 

0+3 0.38 0.19 0.35 0.87 0.42 0.22 
---

0-1 0.37 0.27 0.94 0.87 0.60 0.67 

0-2 0.48 0.27 1.17 0.77 0.41 0.66 

0-3 0.58 0.29 1.33 0.70 0.33 0.64 

Q+1 0.36 0.18 0.94 0.89 0.42 0.57 

Q+2 0.48 0.24 1.05 0.77 0.36 0.55 

Q+3 0.25 0.13 0.59 0.97 0.45 0.39 

Q-1 0.39 0.27 1.02 0.85 0.55 0.69 

Q-2 0.48 0.27 1.17 0.77 0.39 0.65 

Q-3 0.38 0.27 1.02 0.87 0.60 0.71 



Calculated local dynamo number is different from two others and the 

cycle does not fit til~ "increasing dynamo number - increasing radius of 

the center of the pattern" explanation. There is the possibility that 

the number of grid points is too small for this case and the magnetic 

field is not yet converged enough to be considered seriously. Cycles on 

figures 10., 11. and 12. correspond to the first three critical dynamo 

numbers for dipole(-). The progression of the pattern is vertical in 

opposite direction as compared with dipole(+) case. Once again if we 

take into account differences in phases for these cycles they are very 

similar to each other. Line-of-force patterns on fig. 10. corresponds 

to the first critical dynamo number Rm=194 and the center of the 

pattern is located at S =0.32 • The center of the pattern on fi g. 11. 

is located farther outward and the center of the pattern on fig. 12. is 

located even farther outward. This can suggest that all three cycles 

are members of this same family. Local dynamo numbers are approximately 

equal, so we believe that they indeed belong to one family. 

Cycles on figures 13., 14., 15. correspond to the first three 

critical dynamo numbers for quadrupole(+). We can observe the vertical 

wave motion in the direction of the equator. Cycles on figures 13. and 

14. are similar and equality of the local dynamo numbers confenns that 

they belong to one family. Cycl e on fi gure 15. is obvi ously very 

di fferent and does not belong to that family. 

Finally, cycles on figures 16. ,17. and 18. are for 

quadrupole(-) oscillation. Vertical wave motion outward the disc can be 

observed. All three cycles look similar visually. This is the most 

difficult case to comment on. Visually the cycle on fig. 18. looks 
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almost exactly like the cycle on fig. 16. if we assume that time t= 

61T/8w on 18. corresponds to time t= rr/8w on fig. 16. local dynamo 

numbers are almost identical but critical dynamo numbers are very 

different. Such a situation is not prohibited mathematically because 

ol - effect is proportional to velocity field v so from that point of 

view the cycle on fig. 18. should also be considered a member of family 

which include cycles on figures 16. and 17. 

Summary and Conclusions 

We have developed and tested the general numerical method for 

solving the nonspherical dynamo problem. The method has been developed 

in order to approach the problem of an MHO dynamo in disc-like 

astrophysical objects (accretion disc, galaxies, protostellar and 

protoplanetary nebulae). The central feature of our method is the 

employment of a non-constant effective magnetic diffusivity to model 

the desire shape of astrophysical body. 

We tested our method in case of the spherical dynamo. The 

method was able to reproduce dynamo numbers and magnetic fields 

calculated previously by Roberts 1972. 

We found that constructing a full scale realistic model for 

astrophysical objects mentioned above would require substantially more 

powerful computers than have so far been avaible to us. In order to 

illustrate how our method works, we constructed simple model of the 

thick accretion disc and calculated several dynamo numbers and 

corresponding magnetic fields for this model. This model, although 

somewhat artificial, can illustrate the basic principle of the 
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operation of the kinematical dynamo in the accretion disc. Dynamo 

numbers calculated for our model show that most readily excited mode is 

oscillatory dipole when tJ.t,,)' >0 and oscillatory quadrupole when 

olW' <0. Parker 1971a,b and 5th 1975 found that this same symmetries 

are most readily excited in their models for the galactic disc dynamo. 

However, they found that the preferred mode is steady-state. We 

believed that this is because they considered very flattened disc 

(where steady-state is preferable) and our disc is thick (oscillatory 

mode is more likely). 

Printing out the lines of force for the poloidal magnetic field 

unveil the unique feature of disc dynamo, not found in spherical 
dynamos. This unique feature is the fact that magnetic field in the 

disc is localized to some region of the disc. We can construct the 

family of solutions (indexed by the increased dynamo numbers) which 

will occupy regions of the disc progressively farther from the center. 

That can have astrophysical implication ranging from dynamical 

influences on the evolution of the protoplanetary nebula to the problem 

of the angular momentum transport in the accretion disc. This result 

also suggest that the galactic magnetic field may be composed of 

independent ring dynamo modes. 

Illustrative examples of the accretion disc dynamo calculated 

in this work represent the first stage of a more extended work. Work on 

more detailed models (thin discs for example) is underway since larger 

computers became available to us. Further investigations will include 

possible non-linear generalization, as well as addition of the poloidal 

velocity fiel d. 
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APPENDIX 1 

DYNAMO EQUATION 

IN THE PRESENCE OF THE MERIDIONAL COMPONENT OF THE VELOCITY FIELD 

In chapter 3 we derived a dynamo equation under few crucial 

assumption. We assumed that our dynamo is kinematic, axisymmetric and 

that the large scale velocity field. is azimutal (toroidal). In this 

appendix we want to show how our dynamo equation looks when we lift 

this last assumption. Our model of an accretion disc, so far 

considered, did not allow for any meridional motions, and· in particular 

for any radial motions. So in principle our disc 1s not an "accretion 

disc" • In the theory of accretion discs the field of motion is 

dominated by a rapid rotation around the axis of symmetry specified by 

the angular momentum. distribution. Superimposed on this general 

rotation is a small poloidal velocity Vp«V'f. Certain conditions have 

to be imposed on this poloidal motion to guarantee that the departure 

from equilibrium (vp= 0 ) are small everywhere. In this appendix we 

will not be interested in details of these conditions, we just derive a 

dynamo equation for general large scale velocity field without any 

conditions on vp as compared to v ~ • 

Let start from general qynamo equation (3.7) or (3.8). Further, 

assume that our system is axisymmetric and we are going to use the 
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decomposition of the magnetic field and velocity field as given by 

(3.9) and (3.10). Now substitute (3.9) and (3.10) into (3.8) and try to 

separate the toroidal and poloidal parts. First, consider term 

vrx(VxB) in (3.8). It can be written as 

The first two tenns on the right side of this equation are toroidal 

vectors and the last one is a poloidal vector. Now consider term 

" x{ eX B) in (3.8). It can be written as 

where the first term on the right side is a poloidal vector, and the 

second one is a toroidal vector but we are going to neglect this tenn 

because it corresponds to the creation of the toroidal field by the 0( 

- effect. This effect is small in comparison with creation of the 

toroi dal fiel d by di fferential rotation. 

-Finally, consider the tenn \lx{ It V XB) in (3.8). It can be 

written as 

(A\-~ j 

where ff rst two terms are toroidal vectors and the last one is a 

polofdal vector. Now we can decompose equation (3.8) into poloidal and 

toroidal parts. 
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equation (Al-4) can be integrated to the form 

(A1-6) 

In the system of spheri cal coordi nates equation (Al--5) and (Al-6) 

become 

" " 

(A1-1) 

( A1-8) 

where G and F are linear partial differential operators given by (3.16) 

and (3.17) and E and ~1 are new linear partial differential operators 

defined as follows: 

~ atf Rw ( c.ate ~ _ .L .nt) (AHO) 
t:1\ - "2 \ tr)rr /r t ::>9 

operator ~1 reduces to zero if u=O and operator E reduces to [ '\17. -

'~'O] if u=O. That means that in the absence of meridional motion It' )\11\ 

"" 1'/\ 7. I operators E-E1 and E+E1 both reduce to [" - Il"',l,.ftl9] and equat ions 

(Al-7) and (Al-8) reduce to (3.14) and (3.15). 

Performing the transformation (3.18) and (3.19) we can obtain 

the fi nal form of the set of dynamo equat ions in the presence of the 

meridional motion. 



1''' ~ /\ 
Jl b = '2. ( E - E",) b + 6 b .... RtVn F (). 
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(AI-II) 

(A 1-\2.) 

dynamo number Rm is here introduced but in contrast to equations (3.20) 

and (3.21) it is not the only free parameter in the set of dynamo ,. 
equations. Second free parameter R t.J is present in definitions of E 

1\ 
and EI • The comclusion is that presence of meridional motions 

solutions of the system of equations (AI-II) and (AI-I2) are dependent 

on val ues of two parameters Rm and R w • In pri nci ple the osci llatory 

or the steady state solutions will correspond to two critical values of 

Rm and R w from which independent values of critical R aL· and R w can 

be calculated. Of course the process of finding critical parameters 

will be much more difficult and the uniqueness of the solutions 

practically impossible to prove. These complications are responsible 

for the fact that we chose, for the purpose of this work, to put u=O. 

It is also clear that more detailed investigations of dynamo problem in 

discs will have to include meridional motions. System of equations 

(AI-II)-(AI-I2) shows that only minor changes in our numerical code are 

needed in order to accommodate meridional motions in large scale 

ve loci ty fi e 1 d. 



APPENDIX 2 

- -LINEAR RELATION BETWEEN E AND BO 

-In chapter 2. we claimed that relation between € and BO is given 

by series (2.18) and that for BO slowly varing on spatial scale 1 the 

series is rapidly convergent. In this appendix we want to pres~nt a 

detailed derivation of the relation (2.18). First let define the space 

average 

(Al-I) 

where "a" is an intermediate scale satisfying the double inequality 

l«a«L. Because band 80 are linearly related (see formula (2.17)) we 

can write 

((n-2 ) 

- -where aij is a matrix relating band BO. Using the definition of an 

average as defined by (A2-1) we have 

c . = < ii x b)' =- ~ 5 € ~~ \( U.6(X+~) O\.\(L(X1'~) 801. (X' +~) d:?'S (Al·3) 
Cot. t. .Lt1T~'!I 

131.(.Q. 

But BQ1(x+l) can be approximated by the Taylor expansion 

- - - 'SoLI :;7. SOl. I + (l\l-~) Bot, (Xi-'S) = BOL(X) + 'l1YYl .]1"" ~ + 'jM\ jm )~~)111\ ~ ", 
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Using this expansion.in formula (A2-3) we have 

tl;~l6ol(~)Jti~,~~o.kLc:l1j + ~~:1-Jei~"Il~~~I.)l'Md35 + 
I~I<A. J } I~ I<:il. 

Now if we define 

oli.t = 

f-,~I.tm:' it:"':!> ~ ciJI' u.~ '\\(L "S1Wl cl3"l 

~i.trmrn =:. "~A.'} J fiJI' \,\~ ~I<1. ~M1 'J"'I c\1j 

- -we have the relation between E and 80 
_ . '~oL I - ')?e,OI. I + 

h = c£ i.1. Bol. (".) 1" ~ HIM )1T1' -; + ~ ~\,Imrn )~""'~"'" X .... 

Now if we remember that x= t: 5 whe ret = 1 /L 
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(M .. -5 ) 

( A2-6 l 

(A2-'1 ) 

is a very small number and the series (A2-11) is rapidly convergent. 

In chapter 2. only two first terms of this expansion are preserved and 

other terms are dropped. 
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